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Abstract 

In the present case, the author has done his internship at a Metal Plant in Portugal. This Plant produces 

metal frames for the automotive seating segment. The author describes the company at first in order to 

allow the reader to understand the dimension of the company and one of its core businesses which is 

the automotive seating. 

This Plant has close to 300 equipments that can be considered eligible to be tracked, according to the 

company’s rules. A challenge to track the selected equipments was proposed by the multinational 

company itself.  

An approach of the concept of maintenance in the past and its evolution till now is presented to the 

reader, in order to make the connection to the fundamental part of this dissertation, the creation of the 

application in Microsoft Access. Also an introduction to the evolution and use of the robots in the 

industries nowadays is addressed and its importance of being followed (monitored) which may be 

indispensable to the success of some industries.  

A description of the solution is then included and further explained in this dissertation. This description 

may turn out to be very useful to help others interested in the development of a similar Microsoft Access 

application to the one in this dissertation. 

Key words: Access, VBA, maintenance, application, equipments, tracking 
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Resumo 

No presente caso de estudo, o autor realizou o seu estágio numa fábrica de metal designada por Metal 

Plant em Portugal. A fábrica produz estruturas metálicas para o segmento de assentos automóvel. O 

autor descreve numa primeira instância a empresa de modo a que permita ao leitor perceber a 

dimensão da empresa e um dos seus principais negócios que é o segmento dos assentos automóvel. 

A fábrica mencionada possui perto de 300 equipamentos que podem ser considerados elegíveis para 

serem seguidos, tendo em conta as regras da empresa. O desafio de seguir todos estes equipamentos 

foi proposto pelo grupo da multinacional. 

É abordado o conceito de manutenção e a sua respetiva evolução até aos dias de hoje, por forma a 

fazer uma ligação à parte fundamental desta dissertação, a criação da aplicação em Microsoft Access. 

Também é introduzido o tema sobre a evolução dos robots e a sua utilização nas indústrias de hoje em 

dia, assim como a importância de seguir (monitorizar) os mesmos pode ser indispensável para o 

sucesso de algumas indústrias. 

Uma descrição aprofundada da solução sobre a forma de como fazer um seguimento dos 

equipamentos, está incluída na dissertação. Esta descrição pode ser muito útil para outras pessoas 

interessadas em desenvolver uma aplicação com um propósito similar ao desta dissertação. 

Key words: Access, VBA, manutenção, aplicação, equipamentos, seguimento 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

The chapter structure goes as follows: 

1. Project and motivation; 

2. Definition of the problem under study; 

3. Thesis Methodology and Outline 

 

1.1 – Project and motivation 

This project was suggested by a Metal Plant belonging to a multinational corporation on the automotive 

industry, with the objective of improving their follow ups of their equipments. The Plant is a pioneer in the 

metal industry for automotive seating in Portugal and new projects are constantly arriving to this Plant and 

forcing it to get better and grow bigger every year. For the completion of this project the corporation 

demanded their identity to remain anonymous. Therefore the author will refer to the corporation as Frencia, 

as an improvised identity for the French company. Note that all the references to other companies that are 

or may somehow be related to the original company in this case Frencia, will be hided in order to protect 

Frencia’s true identity. 

 

1.2 – Definition of the problem under study 

This project as proposed by the company, Frencia, consists on finding a better way to monitor equipments 

and consequently helping the company’s equipments to be more efficient. By more efficient it’s understood 

as having less stoppages and smaller stoppages during the equipment Up-time i.e. the complete shift time. 

The lack of records of what problems did a machine have, what sort of solutions were performed on a certain 

equipment, how often did it stop on the same shift, the problems associated with beginning of shift trials. 

This is the type of information that is not been held, and in order to improve future interventions on 

equipments it is extremely useful the need for this information. Besides, not only the company (Frencia) 

wants to know what kind of problems are stopping production, but also Frencia clients want to know where 

are the main failures of the conception of their product, in part they may also be indirect linked with some of 

the breakdowns. (e.g. Frencia clients created the product for Frencia to produce it, and if for instance they 

choose components for the seat production, that are hard to get with some specific quotas inside a small 

budget, to achieve a profit; Is very likely that Frencia will buy components with some quotas out of the 

tolerance which may end up in an equipment stoppage). 

Even if the equipment hasn’t stopped during the shift, is important to check the production to assess if the 

operator have done is job as it should and was not joking around or been slower than the usual.  

To sum up, Frencia needs an efficient way of collecting and managing equipments state and information. 
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1.3 – Thesis Methodology and Outline 

The thesis is presented with the following structure: 

1) Introduction: This chapter provides a quick introduction summary to the reader, this first was 

written in the end of the thesis. 

2) The Multinational: This chapter presents the company size and its future. Then the Metal Plant 

where this thesis was developed, and its organizational structure. 

3) State of the Art: A literature review of maintenance and equipments is presented. The goal was to 

understand the evolution of maintenance and its tendency to the monitoring and consequent follow 

up of equipments. Also some examples of equipments follow up applications in the actual market 

are presented. 

4) The Equipment Care in Frencia: This chapter explains how maintenance and equipment care 

works in the multinational. 

5) The Application in MS Access Platform: This chapter explains how the application was built, 

showing forms, queries, tables, reports, SQL code, VBA code and how it was applied in the context. 

This chapter is the core of this thesis and is for sure a great help for those who are planning to build 

a Microsoft Access Application. 

6) Results: Some results are presented, after the application has been released to the company. This 

results are obtained from the Application previous explained in the chapter 5. 

7) Conclusions and future work: Conclusions from the creation of the Application and the thesis 

itself. Future work that could be developed if there would be more time. 
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Chapter 2 – The Multinational 

The chapter 2 structure goes as follows: 

1. Presenting the company; 

2. Frencia Automotive Seating and the future; 

3. Frencia Metal Plant; 

2.1 - Presenting the company 

Frencia is a French group that produces parts in the automotive industry. The name Frencia prove itself to 

be a merge between two French companies, it was founded in 1997. The first company was a specialist in 

spring-based seat cushion in the automotive industry and the second was seats, frond ends, vehicle interiors 

and exhaust systems. The second company was at that time Europe’s market leader in the Exhausts 

industry. Despite of being controlled mainly by one of the world’s top cars producers, Frencia produces to 

its main owner, but also for its competitors. 

 

Frencia nowadays has more than 300 sites, around 30 R&D/D&D centers around 34 countries, in which 

94.000 employees give birth to the automotive parts which in turn are making Frencia constantly growing 

so much. Six of these sites are settle in Portugal. 

 

Figure 1: Frencia sites worldwide (About us: Frencia, 2014) 

 

FAS, Frencia Automotive Seating is one of the main business areas of the company and it is nowadays in 

the top producers in the world, regarding complete seats (around 10% of the market). Frencia has also a 

great share of the market regarding seat frames and mechanisms, even a bigger percentage in total 

comparing with the complete seats market. It makes sense since Frencia also sells seat frames and 

mechanisms to its competitors. Making Frencia a seat frames and mechanisms specialist in the automotive 
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seating market. This segment produces frames, mechanisms, foam, seat covers, electronic systems, 

mechatronics and pneumatics.  

With all these components Frencia assembles and sells front and rear seats with a just-in-time philosophy.  

 

2.2 - Frencia Automotive Seating and the future 

 

This business segment is constituted by 75 production sites 24 R&D 

(Research and Development)/D&D (Design and Development) Centers 

in 24 countries. Frencia has grown in the past years, and it is all about to 

do with the fact that is always investing and focusing on making their 

products better. Like making lighter seats for example, by finding 

solutions in using metal and composite in a seat structure composing, 

instead of just metal which in turn makes Frencia more competitive. 

Other innovative ideas from the development departments for FAS is an 

application for Smartphones that allows the seat to adapt to the most 

ergonomic settings by identifying the person through the phone. (Market: 

GT Demo, 2015) 

 

 

Another prototype is this super modern seat made mainly by plastic 

components that represent a weight saving by 20% per seat. Frencia future 

strategy to reduce the cost of products is based on an understanding between 

Frencia and its clients and it involves the designing of global platforms1 for 

seats production which usually are specific for each brand. This will permit to 

obtain the use of generic products for different automakers which will lower 

the costs in different manufacturing equipment and will also improve 

substantially de Lead Time by reducing it through product differentiation 

strategy much later in the distribution chain. Another strategy has to do with 

Frencia mastering the best technologies which can have significant impacts. 

For example since the use of the laser welding instead of the MAG (Metal 

Active Gas) has reduced considerably the size of the seats structures over the 

years but always maintaining their modular nature. (Frencia Web site, 2012) 

                                                           
1 Platforms refer to the production of different products for different brands, but containing the same components. 
Reducing costs and having a more efficient development process. According to David Robertson and Karl Ulrich, 
firms taking a platform approach enjoyed market share gains of 5.1 percent per year while firms pursuing a single-
model approach lost 2.2 percent market share per year. (Ulrich, 1998) 

Figure 1 - Seat ergonomically 
adapted, synched with 

smartphone (Market: GT 
Demo, 2015) 

Figure 3: Prototype 
composite seat example 

with reduced weight 

Figure 2: Seat ergonomically 
adapted, synched with 

smartphone (Market: GT 
Demo, 2015) 
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All these facts are associated with a culture and methodology implemented in every single Frencia 

employee, and always keeping in mind the need for continuous improvement. This thought is feed since the 

very beginning of an employee career in Frencia. There are methodologies to keep feeding a continuous 

improvement work. 

2.3 - Frencia Metal Plant 

2.3.1 - Organization inside the plant 

In the present case, the author has done his internship at a Metal Plant in Portugal. This Plant produces 

only metal frames for the automotive seating segment. So the project will focus particularly in this plant. 

This Plant belonged to a Portuguese company that used to produce mattresses. After, this plant and its 

machines were purchased by a French company (explained in 1.1), this company kept producing springs 

and also has brought the seats production to this Plant and to one other Plant close to the first. The Plant 

was then producing mattresses and car seats. It was just after Frencia bought this first French company 

that this Plant begun procuring only car seats and then just car frames. 

 

Figure 4: Frencia organizational structure 

The Figure above (Figure 7) represents the organizational structure of the Metal Plant. The production 

organization inside one UAP (Autonomous Production Unit): Each UAP has its own manager and it must 

have 200 persons at maximum per unit. Each manager has a maximum of 8 Supervisors. Each Supervisor 

is responsible for a 3 GAPs (Autonomous Production Group) maximum. Each GAP has a maximum of 8 

operators including 1 GAP leader. Since this company works in a Just-In-Time philosophy. It is very 

important and strictly to respect the deadlines imposed by the customers. Every time a deadline is not 

respected with a customer, it originates an MPM (Misdeliveries per Million) which is an indicator for Frencia 

assure everything is working as planned. This Misdeliveries indicate delays on deliveries on time. But before 

this delays may affect the customers, there are an internal indicator that is called IMPM (Internal 

Misdeliveries per Million), this indicator doesn’t mean the product was not delivered to the client in this case 

to logistics, but it does indicate the production is with a certain delay or advance. This indicator also 

penalizes the advance because there are specific times scheduled for the Logistic department to pick up 

the end product from the production line. The IMPM for advance stands for the reason that logistics have 

Plant 
Manager

Support 
Functions

Engineering

Maintenance

Frencia 
Excellence 

System

Human 
Resources

IT Logistics
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this preparation areas that may not be ready to use if the production is creating the end product before the 

determined time for pick up.  

 

2.3.2 - Frencia Excellence System (FES) 

This department consists in a similar approach to the Toyota Production System or Bosch Production 

System, the mission is the same and uses the same kind of tools. 

Related to the continuous improvement there is this department FES, which is a department that participates 

in every main functions in the plant, from research, development (for example designing racks for material, 

supplying systems, developing solutions for arising problems), program management (applying the FES 

Referential to the plant), manufacturing (improving production with new and innovative ideas), support 

functions (Calculating KPIs (Key Performance Indicator), receiving and implementing new projects, 

managing the plant floor regarding space for equipments or racks for material supplier or moving equipment 

from one place to another), piloting workshops, implementing and using lean tools (5S, KPI as mentioned, 

Continuous Improvement, Kanban, SMED, Standardized Work, Takt Time and now TPM). FES uses and 

implements lean tools in the whole Plant. This department also audits the whole plant to assure everything 

is running according to the FES Referential. 

 

The FES Referential is a Microsoft excel file which is usually getting updated every year and it defines the 

rules, the policies, way to work and pretty much everything that the Plant must and mustn’t do. Every year 

the plant is audited by FES specialists belonging to the Frencia Group and not by the FES in the Plant, 

which then ranks every site from the 330 that composes the Group. And better the rank is, better projects 

the plant will receive.  
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Chapter 3 – State of the Art 

The chapter structure goes as follows: 

1. Introduction; 

2. The Maintenance; 

3. The history of Equipment Management and its types; 

4. Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS); 

5. Database; 

6. Pareto Chart; 

 

3.1 - Introduction 

 

 

"In 2013, about 179,000 robots were sold worldwide, again an all-time high and 12 percent more than in 

2012," announced Arturo Baroncelli the IFR President, International Federation of Robotics in Munich, 04 

June 2014. Baroncelli also stated that “Incoming orders in the first four months of 2014 increased remarkably 

and requests from all customer industries are on the rise. Therefore, we expect that in 2014 growth of unit 

sales will continue with the same pace like in 2013" We can therefore learn from the statements, that these 

robot equipments are growing significantly as represented in the Figure 5. And these kind of equipments 

don’t maintain themselves without maintenance. Since robots tend to be big investments, is suggestive to 

take care of them, since they are valuable assets for companies.  

According to Figure 5 it can be observed a clear growth in the robots market as Baroncelli stated. Although 

the reader can notice a break on the 2009 year. What happen in 2009?  It happened the worst economic 

Figure 5: Worldwide annual supply of industrial robots 2003 – 
2013 (IFR) (Baroncelli, 2014) 
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crisis since the 1930s. This crisis led the world economy into a global recession in the winter of 2008/2009. 

It kind of turned over in the second half of 2009, since important governments of all the important industrial 

nations managed to cut interest rates and invested on massive stimulus packages2. As a result to these 

measures the world’s economic issue was less severe than was originally expected. Also this set back was 

felt with a higher intensity in the industrial nations than in the emerging and developing countries. It’s 

believed that World’s economy retreated around 1,2 percent this year (2009). (Group Financial statements 

and annual financial statements, 2009) 

Huge investments in equipment, imply that the equipment work the most of its life time (24 hours, 7 days a 

week if possible), in order to produce sufficient income to cover the investment, and after covering the 

investment is important to reach the profit with the same equipment (which is first of all the principal 

objective). To obtain a continuous labor every day for the whole year is very hard, I would say not possible, 

since every equipment have in need some preventive tasks to be performed, to guarantee the quality and 

the speed of the production. But the production must be always struggling to achieve a rhythm of non-stop 

24 hours, every day working. To obtain that, first of all it’s important to have high demand on the product 

being produced to avoid the stoppage. On the other hand if stopping very often, the equipment is more likely 

to be often checked and looked after. And the most cost-efficient usage of the equipment must have a 

mixture of both, a high demand for keeping the equipment active in order to return us the money invested, 

but also some scheduled stoppages must be made for achieving a longer life cycle of the equipment, and 

less unplanned stoppages affecting the production. Maintenance department must be at least good and 

organized, for the Plant to work smoothly, with few problems. 

 

According to the Figure 6, we can observe a huge increase through the last years (2010 till 2013), specially 

in what it comes to the automotive industry, which in fact is what this paper is about. It’s interesting the 

                                                           
2 Government initiated measures designed to help the economy. The main purpose of an economic stimulus package 
is to encourage consumer spending. The theory is that when consumers spend more, a recession can be reversed. 
(Definition: Business Dictionary, 2015) 

Figure 6: Estimated worldwide annual supply of industrial 
robots (2010 – 2013) (Baroncelli, 2014) 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/government.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/measures.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/design.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/economy.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/consumer-spending.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/theory.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/consumer.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/spend.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/recession.html
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growth of industrial robots in the automotive industry, around 75% in just 4 years. In the Figure we can also 

observe that the industrial robots for the Metal industry are also growing, but only about 60%. The Figure is 

very interesting since it shows exactly what this company (Frencia) is about, the combination of Metal frames 

in the Automotive industry. Another chart is presented in Appendix 1, related to the industrial robot sellings 

by region. 

 “In the present state of the art this is all that can be done, but it is believed that this will aid materially in the 

conduct of subsequent work, and place in the hand of gas-power engineer a collection of material not 

generally accessible or available in convenient form.” (Suplee, 1910)  

This State of art will permit to the reader understand what is happening in today’s world about maintenance 

tracking, mainly. 

 

3.2 - The Maintenance 

The industry of today requires the latest technologies to acquire a competitive advantage to its competitors. 

There are others though that have the need to invest in technologies in order to survive in the business 

(Peng, 2012). This extremely high competition among other factors in world of today have led to a great 

development of the technology especially for the industry. “In the past, the life of a machine generally ended 

when it failed and was beyond repair. Today, many machines are replaced due to technology obsolescence 

although they are still in good condition” (Peng, 2012). The author represents the actuality in which the 

companies are investing so much in equipments and that these same companies trust exclusively the 

business to them. Although the equipment technologies are constantly developing and consequently 

changing it is also important to make them worth the huge investments that it represent for the companies.  

 According to Arthur Rock in the semiconductor industry, “the cost of capital equipment to manufacture ICs 

will double every four years” (Shiva, 2014), it is called Rock’s law and ICs are the Integrated Circuits which 

are today presented in every technological advanced equipment. Shiva in relative to Arthur’s quote also 

claims that “Newer technologies and processing paradigms are continually being invented to achieve this 

cost/technology compromise” (Shiva, 2014). As the cost of equipments increases and represent major costs 

to the companies, every inefficiencies regarding equipment utilization will have bigger impacts in a company 

production and budget. Also, to maximize their return on equipment investments, companies will push the 

machines to their limits. To balance this big investments in new equipments with the latest technologies and 

their consequent utilization at full time it’s important to manage well the costs and to monitor its efficiencies 

for achieve good results. 

If the reader is thinking in buying new equipments will solve problems you’re wrong, new equipment is not 

the answer since without a preparation and continuous Preventive Maintenance (PM), new equipment will 

break down and even the most high tech computer system will fail to generate the desired results. Also the 
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same author states that the answer “lies in finding an easy-to-follow and economically feasible approach to 

PM”. (Gross, 2002) 

Managing Equipments are constituted by different phases the first phase is designated by the Breakdown 

management phase in pre-1950 period. The second phase is identified by the Preventive Maintenance (PM) 

and it was the 1950s phase. The third phase was named the productive maintenance phase and it was 

around the 1960s, and this phase had already a mentality based in reliability and maintainability. The fourth 

phase was the Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) around the 1970s where new techniques were 

developed giving a larger importance to human factors and equipment design. Than the fifth phase was 

TPM with the additive of predictive maintenance (PdM), and this phase was between 1980s and 1990s. The 

fifth phase than have spread advancing with the implementation of Computerized Maintenance 

Management Systems (CMMS) (Peng, 2012). 

A well succeeded implementation of a PM plan must “positively influence success factors such as quality, 

safety, price, speed of innovation, reliable delivery and profitability.” (Dhillon, 2006) According to kern Peng 

“(…) maintenance management principles are no longer providing effective guidance for managing 

equipment.” due to the changes in equipment characteristics and business environment in the days of today 

as previous mentioned. As maintenance goals are to extend equipment life and the high-tech industries of 

nowadays due to technology changes, originate a very early of its natural life, change of the equipments. 

For this reason and in this cases Kern Peng in this book defend that the objectives of maintenance 

management are diminished and therefore the methods of managing equipment must change as well 

designing this as the post-maintenance era.  

 

Maintenance is defined as: “All activities aimed at keeping an item in or restoring it to, the physical state 

considered necessary for the fulfilment of its production function” (Geraerds, 1985). 

According to the Portuguese standard NP EN 13306:2007 – Terminologia da Manutenção (Maintenance 

Terminology) presented in a thesis of Ricardo Alexandre Silva, Maintenance is the combination of both 

actions, administrative and management, during the life cycle of a good, destined to maintain it or replace 

it in a state that it can perform its function. (Silva R. A., 2013) 

According to the French standard La norme AFNOR NF X 60 010, maintenance is defined as a set of actions 

that allow to maintain or replace a good in a specific state or in a certain condition that assures a determined 

function. (LEGRAND, 2014) 

According to the British Standard BS 3811:1993 Glossary of Terms in Terotechnology finally defined  

Maintenance as – “the combination of all technical and administrative actions, including supervision actions, 

intended to retain an item in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform a required function”. The above 

definition of ‘Maintenance’ as provided by the British Standard BS 3811:1993  

Glossary of Terms in Terotechnology is considered valid even today. (Institute of Maintenance Management 

Education, 2015) 
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3.3 - The history of Equipment Management and its types 

3.3.1 - Introduction 

“For many years, machinery provided better alternatives compared to manual labor because machines 

could perform labor-intensive tasks faster and be more consistent.” (Peng, 2012)  

It was through this thought that the world industry got this far regarding industrial equipments (robots, 

machinery). During the evolution of the equipment management, the idea of industry equipments being an 

alternative stopped, and begun the idea of these equipments being a necessity instead. 

According to Peng (Peng, 2012), the history of Equipment Management can be categorized into five phases 

which cover the pre-maintenance era and maintenance era. Also a summary is under Appendix 2. 

3.3.2 - Phase 1: Breakdown Management 

Summarizing, the Breakdown Management is a pre-1950s period of time where machines were mainly used 

to increase the production output. In this phase the use of equipment in industry was an alternative and not 

a necessity, in which they could always rely on workers (back-up) to temporarily replace the equipment. 

Equipments were only taken care of when they were not functioning. Maintenance is defined as – “the 

combination of all technical and administrative actions, including supervision actions, intended to retain an 

item in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform a required function”. (BSI, 1993) 

This definition was not present in organizations back there, neither maintenance department existed. Since 

there was no follow-up on equipments, and the idea was having a breakdown management, the main goal 

of this management policy was in fact resolve the breakdown issue in a reasonable time so it wouldn’t affect 

much the production. 

 

“…The goods would simply be delivered late. There was no need to avoid breakdowns. Any preventive 

maintenance was limited to a tap with a hammer, oil, or a grease gun. Besides, the equipment was very 

solid, robust, and built to last. Why should they have given a second thought to efficiency?” (Borris, 2005) 

 

During this period of Breakdown management, managers didn’t pay much attention on equipment 

performance unless it could restrain the output production. Unplanned events as these breakdowns could 

cause negative impacts on production schedules and may cause product defects which could result in 

costumer complains. These events were often fought reactively, but with the wear of the equipment the 

intervention were usually more extensively and frequently. 

The need of having reduced these unplanned breakdowns and product defects have taken equipment 

manage to a new step, the Preventive Maintenance (PM). 
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3.3.3 - Phase 2: Preventive Maintenance 

The concept of Preventive Maintenance (PM) started in the 1950s, originally designed with the main purpose 

of reducing unplanned breakdowns. 

“Breakdowns had to be reduced if there was to be any way to increase output. Not only that, the shortage 

of raw materials now focused attention on the levels of waste. Cutting the cost of losses became a serious 

consideration. As if all this was not enough, the manufacturing equipment designs were increasing in 

complexity and required an even higher level of skilled support to operate and maintain them. The 

engineering answer of the day was Time-Based Maintenance, which did help a bit. This was the era of PM” 

(Borris, 2005). 

PM is an important milestone in the history of Equipment Management, since this concept is considered by 

Kern Peng the beginning of the maintenance era. 

“Preventive Maintenance is a series of tasks performed at a frequency dictated by the passage of time, the 

amount of production (cases of beer made), cycles (strokes for a stamping press), machine hours, mileage, 

or condition (differential pressure across a filter) that either: 

1. Extend the life of an asset. 

Example: Greasing a gearbox will extend its life. 

Or 

2. Detect that an asset has had critical wear and is going to fail or break down. 

Example: A quarterly inspection show a small leak from a pump seal. This allows you to repair it 

before a catastrophic breakdown” (Levitt, 2009). 

Considering this definition of Preventive Maintenance it must be taken into account its consequent benefits: 

(1) reducing product defects caused by equipment breakdowns and (2) permit a better capacity planning 

for the equipment and its output. Also extending the equipment useful life through Preventive Maintenance 

may decrease the need of investments in new equipments (assuming new generation products can be 

adapted to this equipment)  

Preventive maintenance was well received by companies, lists of checkouts were created and performed 

with the defined frequency. These companies quickly created maintenance departments to adapt to the new 

circumstances of equipment management. Adapting to these new circumstances were also equipment 

manufacturers, which start shipping the equipments with a recommended list of checkout items to be 

performed on a regular schedule. According to the manufacturers, clients who have acquired these 

equipments have to perform PM tasks based on manufacturer’s schedule, under the pretext of losing the 

warranty if not respecting. This philosophy is still nowadays in use and is one of the most popular under the 

equipment management.  
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PM although is not as advantageous as it sounds, PM also creates inefficiency in the utilization of an 

equipment. Since the equipment must be stopped in order for a PM task to take place, consequently these 

stoppages have some influence on equipment output. The result is a need for an optimized equipment 

management for a balance between number of interventions (PM) with intervention time associated and 

time stopped due to breakdown. This problem can take us to next phase (Peng, 2012). 

3.3.4 - Phase 3: Productive Maintenance 

Productive Maintenance as said above, was developed according to the need of change, the need of a 

more optimized maintenance management. The idea was to introduce statistics to the equipment 

management, in this case to improve the previous Preventive Maintenance. Focus start to be given 

reliability, maintainability and maintenance efficiency. Where the definition of Reliability is “the extent to 

which an experiment, test, or measuring procedure yields the same results on repeated trials” (dictionary: 

Merriam Webster, 2015). And the definition of Maintain is “to keep in an existing state (as of repair, 

efficiency, or validity): preserve from failure or decline”. It can therefore being said that the aim to Reliability 

means achieving a reliable equipment, an equipment from which it can be said “This equipment will just fail 

in about 700 hours, not sooner or later”, i.e. a controlled equipment that it can be known when it will fail and 

why, or why is not going to fail in the next 700 hours for example. 

One statistical indicator brought to the Productive Maintenance is the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), 

which is used to measure reliability and maintainability. MTBF represents the mean time of having a failure, 

which turns out to be good as long as the MTBF is bigger. A good MTBF evolution to watch in an equipment, 

taking into account that the equipment is being better comprehended, since maintenance is doing a statistic 

job with this equipment failures and quality issues, is an MTBF indicator growing, the best result would be 

equal to the time introduced in the formula. MTBF indicates the frequency that the equipment fails, and 

therefore it can be built a Preventive Maintenance plan regarding this frequency and avoiding or delaying it. 

According to Robert Hansen, MTBF is obtained by dividing the total run time of the system by the number 

of equipment downtime frequencies (Hansen, 2001). 

The MTTF (Mean Time to Fail) although is not commonly used, it measures the average time to fail, this 

indicator contrarily to MTBF it is used with non-repairable objects, which are therefore expected to fail again 

and again. 

Another very important indicator is the Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), which indicate us the mean time that 

takes maintenance to repair that equipment. For instance a MTTR of 7 hours, indicate that that particular 

equipment takes on average 7 hours to repair. The lower the MTTR the easier it is the equipment to 

maintain. Also, this indicator can measure the efficiency of a certain maintenance team, i.e. if we for instance 

assume a specific acceptable time to solve a defined breakdown in a particular equipment, it can therefore 

be seen the different time approaches from the different teams regarding this specific equipment. Assuming 

in this case, the team solving in the lower time possible, with a time close to the reference time value being 

the more efficient team. During this time, Maintenance department have become a more important and 
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respected department in companies. Due to its importance, it have also become important to follow its costs 

in order to reduce them, by developing maintenance budget plans, tracking maintenance expenses, 

reducing maintenance costs. (Peng, 2012) According to a different author from what the reader is used to 

quote, since the beginning of this paper, Jerry FitzGerald and Alan Dennis in the book “Business Data 

Communications and Networking”, the MTTR is calculated in the following form: 

 MTTFixMTTRespondeMTTDiagnosMTTRepair   (1) 

According to Hansen, MTTR can also be obtained by dividing the total equipment repair time by the number 

of equipment failures (Hansen, 2001). 

The MTTD stands for mean time to diagnose, “…is the average number of minutes until the root cause of 

the failure is correctly diagnosed.” (Jerry FitzGerald, 2009) This indicator can be used to help maintenance 

management to know their team efficiency to diagnose different breakdowns. Although is understandable 

that MTTD can vary much taking into account variables which can apply to maintenance team members, as 

for example, the fact that different maintenance teams are responsible for different projects and that these 

projects have different types of equipment (i.e. in the current project for instance: welding equipments; press 

equipments; assembly lines equipments), and assuming that some maintenance technicians are better or 

simply more used to work with some equipments than others.  

The mean time to respond (MTTR), represented by FitzGerald and  Dennis (Jerry FitzGerald, 2009) with 

the same acronym as mean time to repair (MTTR). This indicator measures the average time since the 

personnel responsible for solving the problem, arrives to the problem location ready to intervene and start 

fixing. This indicator is also very interesting for a maintenance department to follow, since in some cases is 

difficult and also important to understand if the time to respond to a certain problem is higher than the time 

to diagnose it or even fix it. For instance, in the Metal Plant which this paper describes, the problem can 

often reside in the location of where this person (responsible for solving the problem) was before or where 

the same person have to go after the diagnose  is done (MTTD explained above) to the problem. Why? 

Because, after diagnose is done, the technician has to fetch the replacement parts to solve the machine’s 

problem, this parts are in the Plant storage. On the worst case scenario this storage is on the furthest corner 

of the Plant and can take 5 to 7 minutes (maximum) for the technician to get there. After finding the parts 

he need in the storage, he then needs the right tools which can be in the technician tool trolley or not (every 

technician has he’s own tool trolley), if not the technician will take more time to get to the place where the 

problem is. Imagine 3 minutes to get the right tool in the maintenance zone (strategically located in the 

middle of the Plant) all this so after the technician come back to the origin (where the problem is) to solve 

the problem and takes more 5 to 7 minutes (considering maintenance zone distance to the problem location 

being the same distance from the storage to the problem). In this example the time to respond was 17 

minutes since the end of the diagnose phase till the maintenance technician starts fixing the equipment. All 

this details described above about what happens after the diagnose, are very important to follow for the 
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maintenance management in order to do some improvements, and find critical points so the Plant don’t 

waste 17 minutes of production.  

Meanwhile the mean time to fix (MTTF, same acronym as mean time to fail) claims to be the time since the 

technician arrives to the location where the problem is, until the problem being solved. (Jerry FitzGerald, 

2009) Studying the time to fix of different technicians regarding the same equipment, and having values 

completely apart from each other, it may result in a conclusion that one or several technicians have a flaw 

in their formation, and therefore need to be followed in other for the Plant (and consequently the company) 

to have all technicians in the same level. Permitting these equalities between maintenance technicians may 

result in a more efficient maintenance department.  

3.3.5 - Phase 4: Total Productive Maintenance 

TPM as it is best known, stands for Total Productive Maintenance. This technic was officially born in Japan 

in 1971 (Factory Systems - TPM, 2015) although according to the author of the book Total Productive 

Maintenance Steven Borris (Borris, 2005), TPM was created in America and rapidly emigrated to Japan 

where it was well received and followed, till nowadays. According to the author Kern Peng in the book 

Equipment management in the post-maintenance era (Peng, 2012) TPM is a concept combining the 

American practice of PM (Preventive Maintenance) with Total Quality control (TQC) and Total employee 

Involvement. In the Figure 7 is presented some of the terms used in the TPM concept. 

 

Figure 7: MTBF, MTTR, MTTD, MTTF 

Seiichi Nakajima launched his first two books about TPM, Introduction to TPM: Total Productive 

Maintenance in 1988 and TPM Development Program: Implementing Total Productive Maintenance these 

books, kind of woken up Americans to its approach to the concept after the books become available in 

English. Americans rapidly introduced the concept in its industry. According to Nakajima, the dual objectives 

of TPM are zero breakdowns and zero defects.  

Just-in-time industries, Dr. Tokutaro Suzuki, senior executive vice president of Japan Institute of Plant 

Maintenance, said, “Total productive maintenance (TPM) is indispensable to sustain just-in-time operations” 

(Peng, 2012) 
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The definition of JIT or Just-In-Time is, “… based on the concept of delivering raw materials just when 

needed and manufacturing products just when needed. The focus of JIT effort is on minimizing waste in the 

manufacturing system” (Cheng, 2009). 

This paper subject is about the automotive industry as mentioned before. Automotive industry is known for 

its JIT strategy for several reasons, always keeping in mind maintaining a reduced inventory. An example 

to a better understanding of the importance of a reduced inventory is “Imagine that your client is ordering 

for a specific model 1000 backrests units per week, and you being a production Supervisor order to produce 

in your assembly line 2000 a week with the goal of preventing for example the eventuality of a big breakdown 

in one of your assembly line’s equipment that could compromise the weeks production. You (Supervisor) at 

the end of the month end up with 4000 produced parts delivered to the client and 4000 parts more for the 

next month that you produced in advance for precaution. Now suppose that your client, who initially 

designed the final backrest part you are producing for him, wants to change the conception of this specific 

model by changing the infamous structural piece in the backrest that you use as input to production. They 

claim the old piece used in production was not durable enough to promote the safety of the final client when 

using it in the car. So the next month you have to produce this new concept model changed because of this 

piece. Conclusion, what happens to the 4000 parts you produced more for precaution? These parts are now 

4000 parts of metal scrap!”, other important reason for reduced inventory is the money invested, having less 

inventory, allows more money available in the company’s account for new investments. There’s always 

more opportunities when the company have the money and is not invested. Although not stating that is bad 

to invest, is actually good for companies to invest especially if it isn’t in inventory (if this one can turn out to 

be worthless). 

Getting back to TPM, we should ask ourselves, why do the equipments start having minor issues which 

later evolve for major problems? According to Borris (Borris, 2005), as soon as you start implementing and 

investigating the Total Productive Maintenance methodology, it will be instantly to understand that for the 

same problems, various reasons can be put in the equation. Some of these reasons can be considered 

unpredictable and are called sporadic failures, but the most of them must be considered (according to TPM 

methodology) “deterioration from the basic condition” (Borris, 2005) this deterioration can then be 

subdivided into natural and forced. Also there’s the basic condition. Then failures should also be classified 

as total and partial failures. A partial failure is a failure which doesn’t cause the equipment an instant 

breakdown, these failure usually start as small issues, but if not carefully identified and solved, it can lead 

to major issues (total failure). The main issues sometimes can be identified through analysis of the 

equipment lifetime issues. “It might also be a surprise to discover that the same system problems, or at least 

a variation of them, occur in many companies” (Borris, 2005). This quote suggest us, that depending on the 

situation it can be beneficial for the company to hire external companies specialized on certain equipments 

to solve failures, since these companies have a more accurately diagnostic of the issue regarding their 

historical of interventions in other similar equipments in other companies. When analyzing the lifetime of an 
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equipment, there will always going to be a first time for a fault (or partial failure) to happen, but it doesn’t 

mean this fault will be recognized as a failure at a first instance. First we must find if the fault was an obvious 

issue with a quick fix, or if it was a temporary fix without a follow up after or if it was an issue that was 

overlooked in the past. 

After finding the source of the fault, we must seek how this fault happened, why happened and will it affect 

other parts of the equipment, all this checking must be done since the source of the problem till the end of 

the equipment’s flow. Did this same fault evolved from a partial failure to a total failure? Analyzing this fault 

can bring up other possible failings that may not being considered. Equipment systems must be prepared 

for identifying several causes in the equipment, but not all are covered. Humans are fallible says Shingo 

(Shingo, 1989), so there are Poka Yokes which its main function are to prevent quality defects originated 

by repeatedly processes in which the human error is associated. However Poka Yokes can also help in 

protecting the equipment by preventing the operator for making mistakes that can affect the equipment 

capability to produce. 

“It is important to realize that there are two kinds of forgetfulness. Since we are not infallible, everyone 

forgets or overlooks things now and then. This is the first kind of forgetting. The second is «forgetting that 

we might forget» - when we forget to make sure that we have not overlooked something. To guard against 

this, we make checklists. Poka-yoke methods incorporate the function of a checklist into an operation, so 

we don’t «forget what we forgot» (Shingo, 1989). 

Autonomous maintenance is the main principle in TPM. Autonomous maintenance consists in taking care 

and being worried about the equipment, starting mainly by the operators who deal with the equipments 

everyday but also everyone interacting directly and indirectly with the equipment. It’s also important to break 

the existing barrier between production and maintenance. The autonomous maintenance must be 

implemented in every employee’s mind, so to have more time producing and avoiding the blaming on the 

equipment when not complying with their production goals.  
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Figure 8 - The pillars of TPM (Borris, 2005) 

According to Steven Borris (Borris, 2005) there are 8 pillars that compose the TPM (as presented in Figure 

8):   

1. Health & Safety: It’s very important the culture and idea of zero accidents, in order to protect 

operators. In some organizations we don’t know if the person that is performing AM (Autonomous 

Maintenance) was hired specifically for the maintenance department and in this case it may not 

have enough experience to perform some tasks minimizing the risks as it should be done. Operators 

must therefore be trained to carry out risk assessments, this way they will also contribute for the 

development of safe working procedures. 

2. Education & training: Without an adequate training, TPM and maintenance will not work. In order to 

have a cooperative team working together is important that every operator have a good training. 

Good training is all about of how the information is being passed by the trainer to the attendants (in 

this case the operators), is if there is a way of confirming that the information has been absorbed 

and understood. It is important that the competency of the operator is confirmed. Also it is important 

to record every details of training in order to control what information has been passed to each 

operator. 

3. Autonomous Maintenance (AM): In order to save money, the goal of AM is to transfer some of the 

tasks performed by highly skilled technicians or engineers, to the production (the operators). This 

is ways the company will save money and also will see the operators more integrated in the 

maintenance of a certain equipment since they will have more responsibilities. 

4. Planned Maintenance (PM): Planned Maintenance tries to identify and implement root causes 

solutions. Most of organizations don’t manage efficiently their maintenance. According to Steven 

Borris, most technicians don’t like routine maintenance since is too repetitive and not challenging. 

Also the best wages, he says, go to what he call the firefighters the ones who come to rescue when 

there’s an unknown breakdown the technical term is Reactive Maintenance and is a bad example 

of maintenance. Although Steven Borris also claim that when firemen put out fires, the fires don’t 

usually return but equipment breakdowns frequently do.  
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5. Quality Maintenance: “Even what is regarded as a perfect tool will not produce perfect product.” 

(Borris, 2005) Steven Borris affirm such quote because of the limitations in equipment design and 

choice of components used. This pillar is all about reducing the product variation. When problems 

occur, teams must investigate and the first thing to investigate should be if some modification or an 

upgrade was made to the equipment in order to increase its yield. When equipments tend to have 

huge problems due to misconception from scratch of some equipments, an alternative is to find a 

different process (equipment) which don’t present the same limitations. 

6. Focused Improvement: The goal of such a pillar is to find permanent solutions to equipments 

through workshops composed by multidisciplinary teams. This fixes in equipments must be justified 

with a cost-effective benefit. 

7. Support Systems: This pillar uses TPM techniques to identify and resolve problems inside the whole 

company. There are many problems that might happen in the whole company and there must exist 

this methodology to deal with the problems. For instance as Steven Borris mentions “…lack of 

spares, incorrect spares, excessive lead times, poor quality materials, lack of standardization of the 

dimensions of materials, parts not arriving on time…” these are examples where the TPM can be 

used to eliminate the problems. 

8. Initial Phase Management: This pillar consists in planning and organizing. This methodology fallows 

a kind of a Value Flow Analysis (Borris, 2005). For instance, does the costumer have the product 

delivered on time? Are we receiving the costumer complains and acting to prevent them from 

happening? Are our suppliers delivering components with the quality agreed? Are our operators 

following the standards when producing?  

Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) 

In order to benefit from TPM main concept it must be taken into account faults which may affect one of 

the three key factors: Availability, Performance, Quality, (Borris, 2005) these three key factors are very 

important inputs in the TPM production indicator which is called Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE).The 

five elements or pillars of TPM according to Bagadia taking into account the Computerized Maintenance 

Management System (CMMS), (Bagadia, 2006), are:  

1. Improving overall equipment efficiency (OEE) by targeting the major causes of poor performance; 

The OEE formula (2) includes the 3 main key parts mentioned above, availability, performance and 

quality: 

 qualityeperformanctyavailabiliOEE   (2) 

In formula (2) availability, performance and quality are factors. Availability is calculated by doing the 

ratio on the time that the equipment is being used by the time it is available. Performance is 

measured by the ratio of parts an equipment produces in a period of time by the parts it should 
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theoretically produce in that period. Quality is measured by doing the ratio of parts produced without 

parts not good by the total of parts produced.  

Downtime can be monitored in different ways, manually, machine monitoring devices, and others, 

for later being introduced in the CMMS. Equipment performance and quality rate are registered in 

a CMMS in order to compile these inputs to obtain OEE for example. 

2. Involving operator in the equipment routine maintenance; Involving operators for doing the routine 

maintenance is important for the operator to feel more part of the program the equipment “taking 

care of”. Is important to track if the maintenance routine has been done independently if by operator 

or maintenance technician. 

3. Improving maintenance efficiency and effectiveness; having proper equipment documentation, 

repair and maintenance history, control of spare parts. For Kishan Bagadia all these documents 

must be tracked and compiled in a CMMS. 

4. Improving skills and knowledge training; trouble-shooting history and equipment history, will help 

us to learn with the mistakes and also the fixes. 

5. Designing for operability and maintainability; these type of changes can be very welcome by 

production sometimes changing the machine for a more agronomical way of working. Making it 

easier to do maintenance and inspection. Turning the work easier for technicians and operators 

may end up in a more well executed routine maintenance. 

Kishan Bagadia defend that a tool such as CMMS is needed to support TPM. Meanwhile can be a great 

support for OEE methodology. This methodology consists as mentioned above in a function regarding three 

key indicators, Availability, Performance and Quality. This indicator is probably impossible to get a 100% as 

a result, usually a challenging target can be 85% depending on the different cases of course.  

Another interesting methodology mentioned by Nakajima (Nakajima, 1988) is the terotechnology by Dennis 

Parkes (Parkes, 1978). This methodology was and may still is defined by the British Standards Institute: 

“The definition of terotechnology, according to the British Standards Institute, is a combination of 

management, financial, engineering, and other practices applied to physical assets in pursuit of economic 

life-cycle (LCC). Its practice is concerned with the specification and design for reliability and maintainability 

of plant machinery, equipment, buildings, and structures, with their installation, commissioning, 

maintenance, modification, and replacement, and with feedback of information on design, performance, and 

costs.” (Nakajima, 1988)  This methodology is compared by Kern Peng with the TPM, as he says there are 

many similarities between them, having as main goal the objective of maximizing equipment effectiveness. 

(Peng, 2012) 
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3.3.6 - Phase 5: TPM with Predictive Maintenance 

This phase is the introduction of computers in the maintenance history, is also as the author Peng sees the 

future in maintenance of equipments. Since around 1980 the computers have being growing its importance 

in the business environment. This technology have helped in many areas of industries including the 

automotive. Nowadays there are Computerized Management Maintenance Systems (CMMSs) implemented 

to provide effectiveness of equipment management. Also in this phase (Peng, 2012) the concept of 

predictive maintenance is added to the TPM. Predictive maintenance focus on determining the life 

expectancy of a given component from a given equipment, in order to replace it in the optimum time. The 

optimum time would be exactly before the component spoils. Note that the same component can have a 

different deteriorations in different equipments. Consequently we may have a better availability of the 

equipment using Predictive Maintenance since we avoid long time stoppages to find the cause and then 

replacing the component. The development of new technologies such as infrared, vibration analysis, noise 

and optical sensing also helped in the introduction of the predictive maintenance, since these new tools help 

the maintenance department to have a preventive and predictive behavior with equipments more detailed 

and therefore more accurate than having just the time of use parameter of the part. (Peng, 2012) A scheme 

relating CMMS with TPM is in Appendix 3. 

 

3.4 - Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) 

3.4.1 – CMMS definition 

CMMS according to Bagadia “A computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) is a computer 

software program designed to assist in the planning, management, and administrative functions required 

for effective maintenance. These functions include the generating, planning, and reporting of work orders 

(WOs); the development of a traceable history; and the recording of parts transactions. CMMS is not just a 

means of controlling maintenance. It is now used as a means to ensure the high quality of both equipment 

condition and output. CMMS offers core maintenance functionalities. It is not limited to manufacturing; it is 

applicable to facilities, utilities, fleet, and other types of organizations where equipment/asset are subject to 

wear, and repairs are done to them. A CMMS usually includes equipment management, preventive 

maintenance (PM), labor tracking, WO, planning, scheduling, inventory control, and purchasing.” (Bagadia, 

2006) CMMS started as PC-based in early 1980s, they were DOS based and managed on a single PC. The 

progression was soon seen as to local area network (LAN) and wide area network (WAN) this systems 

could be commonly referred to client server technology (CST). 

LANs based CMMS’s are commonly used for a building or a group of buildings. Although it can be connected 

to other LANs over distance via telephone lines and radio waves, this type of communication between LANs 

is called wide area network. Some of the problems with the CST based CMMS is that it can take long time 

to install and upgrades in the most of the cases blocks its utilization, crashes servers, can be expensive and 
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require expensive hardware. In some cases it requires a synchronization between different plants and 

facilities which requires a day-to-day maintenance and support. (Bagadia, 2006) On the other hand that is 

the web-based technology, this technology allows the user to access to the data from all over the world, by 

just having internet access. You just need to log in through an internet browser and navigate through the 

web user interface. By the way this web-based technology doesn’t need any software installation by every 

user using it. There are two types of CMMS web-based technology, first acquiring a software and installing 

it in the company server or lease it. The leasing way is commonly known as application service provider 

(ASP). In this case the company pays a rental fee to the service provider. Then the service provider installs 

the software in the company server and all the upgrades, support and maintenance are assured by this 

service provider. According to the author Kishan Bagadia. 

”Let us review why organizations are moving to web-based CMMS.“ (Bagadia, 2006) The Future is tending 

to a web-based technology CMMS.  

A basic CMMS must include:  

1. Equipment Data Management 

2. Preventive Maintenance 

3. Labor 

4. Work Order System 

5. Scheduling/Planning  

6. Vendor 

7. Inventory control 

8. Purchasing 

9. Budgeting 

These modules can work independently or can be integrated in one complete software. Since the prices of 

hardware are constantly decreasing, and new employees tend to have more knowing about informatics, 

there is a tendency to see more companies accessing to the use of a CMMS. The CMMS is being now 

indispensable for methodologies such as TPM and others. One of the reasons why companies are now 

investing in CMMS is the fact that this systems are designed to support some requirements of ISO 9000.  

In the Equipment Data Management there is the need to create a list of codes in order to eliminate the 

need to repeatedly introduce in the system a new breakdown or other stoppage of the equipment. This list 

also help us build charts, since it can be grouped by types of stoppages typology. Charts is visual and help 

us manage the ongoing developments of a specific equipment behavior. Costs of material, labor, etc. can 

be recorded in the Equipment Data Management module, and this information can be very useful for 

performing and replacement analysis. According to Kishan (Bagadia, 2006) most CMMS do not have 

machine replacement analysis (MRA) built in the software, although the CMMS may have the information 

needed to run a MRA. In order for the managers responsible for the software know what you talking about 
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when discussing about a certain equipment or part, there is this option of attaching a computer-aided 

drawing (CAD), schematics, pneumatics, digital photos and also scanned documents that are valuable for 

equipment records. This way it can be very useful, more organized and more practical since this 

attachments are attached to a specific equipment. Preventive Maintenance module is useful for registering 

the PM records and generate work orders (WOs). Usually a PM record is constituted by the task description, 

material and labor information. The Labor module follows the maintenance employee’s information, such 

as calculating the cost of doing a WO based on the worker hourly wage rate. The work order system 

module, is as Kishan (Bagadia, 2006) says, the heart of the CMMS. This module consists generating, 

printing and completing WO’s. It’s possible to manage preventive and corrective maintenance, by knowing 

if this tasks are being taking care or if they’ll be taken care in the future. It also calculates an estimation of 

a cost of a project by adding some inputs as material costs and labor. Scheduling and planning 

“Unfortunately when it is not formally planned at the appropriate level, results are unfavorable.” (Bagadia, 

2006) The module Vendor records the all information about suppliers. This suppliers are companies, where 

parts are being purchased, equipments, or services. Inventory control is usually a great challenge for 

companies, especially for the ones in the automotive industry where is imperative a low indicator on this 

subject. This inventory control, manages every item in stock, for instance, if a specific product falls to a user 

defined reorder point, it creates a purchasing order (PO) to restock the items in need. The Purchasing 

module allows the user to manage purchase requisitions and purchasing orders. It can be ordered, received 

and track, materials and services. Budgeting, this module allows the users to manage a department 

account and allocate costs in different accounts. This module permit to view the history of expenditure for 

current and previous years. It helps to control expenditure, by account and also setting up a budget for the 

following year. 

Conclusion, yields a great advantage of a web-based CMMS. By having a maintenance management from 

everywhere around the world is very beneficial, imagine the maintenance manager taking an emergency 

decision from his couch where is sitting at home. The service looks more complete being web based, but it 

have to be taken into consideration the fact that some small companies may not make up the hiring of such 

services, although such services may be cancelled easier than after buying an maintenance software client 

server technology (CTS). For Kishan in (Bagadia, 2006) “How can any plant or facility «afford» not to invest 

in web-based CMMS?” 

3.4.2 - Examples of CMMS systems in the market 

Capstone – Metrics is an OEE Management Software (OEE software: capstonemetrics, 2015) 

Favorable changes in OEE directly lead to gains in profitability. The linkage between OEE results and 

financial performance is a function of Reduced Variable Manufacturing Cost (Direct Cost) resulting from: 

 Increased Uptime (Availability) 

 Higher Speed (Performance) 

 Minimized material waste (Quality) 
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Better Asset Utilization, leading to: 

 Lower Overhead Cost (Fixed Cost) 

 Additional Sales Capacity - at no cost (OEE software: capstonemetrics, 2015) 

“Reduced Inventory as the Manufacturing Processes become more reliable rational basis for more effective 

capital management and spending“ (OEE software: capstonemetrics, 2015) 

This software is designed based on The Microsoft Access Platform. The Microsoft Access Platform is 

powerful and well proven in the field. This application combines an Access database with Visual Basic 

automation to provide a friendly user appearance as well as excellent data reporting and exporting 

capabilities. Data files are accessible and are ODBC Compliant. OEE Management Software requires 

Microsoft Access 2000 – 2013, Licensed Version...or the Access 2010 Runtime Version which may be 

downloaded at no cost from Microsoft website. This company also claims to serve well-known companies 

in the industries, such as: Continental; Lear Corporation; Triumph Group, Inc.... (OEE software: 

capstonemetrics, 2015) There are two examples related to the application interface view in the Appendix 4. 

MyPlantFloor Software (solutions: agilitec, 2015) 

 

Figure 9: General View of Production Lines (solutions: agilitec, 2015) 

 

Figure 9 show us the web based view of the software interface of MyPlantFloor.  

In this image we can see the production lines if they are working or in pause, and how OEE is working. 

MyPlantFloor is a software solution that helps to improve Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). It 

provides outstanding support for business-improvement processes, such as Total Productive Maintenance 

(TPM) or Lean Manufacturing (LM). Furthermore it facilitates paperless production-run handling via the 

embedded Manufacturing Execution System functionality (MES). 

MyPlantFloor precisely records EVERY time usage of your machines without increasing the data-collection 

workload for your personnel on the shop floor. The commitment of everyone involved in the OEE 

improvement process is strengthened by the real-time feedback of tangible information. Powerful analyzer 

tools provide insights into the effects of implemented improvements. (solutions: agilitec, 2015) 

Regarding pricing for MyPlantFloor is, paying a fixed low price per month covering all: implementation, 

configuration, maintenance, back-up, counter hardware, upgrade to newer versions and software license 

fees. The contract can be terminated without notice if the benefit is no longer proportional to your 
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subscription costs or if you are simply dissatisfied. You also have an option for outright purchase or lease-

to-purchase.  

Being a Dutch company, it has more Dutch references, such as: Amsterdam Airport Schiphol; Audi (Belgic); 

Trespa International; Tenneco Automotive (Belgic); Bavaria Bier Brouwerij; … (solutions: agilitec, 2015) 

PerformOEE - OEE Software Product Information (Products: OEEsystems, 2015) 

PerformOEE is the premier Production Performance Management and Manufacturing Intelligence software 

application, used by the world’s leading progressive manufacturing companies as their preferred application 

for managing real-time operational performance improvement. 

In addition to the traditional application of OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) in discrete manufacturing, 

PerformOEE has been designed to provide OEE Analysis and Reporting for bulk (process) 

manufacturing and continuous manufacturing processes. PerformOEE enables manufacturing businesses 

pursue excellence in operational performance by extracting accurate, real-time information from their 

manufacturing systems.” (Products: OEEsystems, 2015) This company claims to well-known clients such 

as: GE Healthcare; Henkel; Lufthansa Technik; Zimmer; Schneider Electric (Products: OEEsystems, 2015). 

Another image from the interface of PerformOEE is displayed in Appendix 5. 

 

SigestPro (Silva A. M., 2013) 

Also in Appendix 6 can be checked another interface of an application developed in Microsoft Access, in 

this case belonging to an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) application. The image show us the user 

view when checking productivity.  

 

3.5 – Database 

The author of the present dissertation decided to develop his application in Microsoft Access, due to the 

already in use license in the Plant for the use of the software; for the huge existent support on the internet; 

For the ease of intercommunication of Microsoft Access with other programs; The quick adaptation to the 

VBA language; For last, the need to record information (a database). 

Database is “(…) a computer term for a collection of information concerning a certain topic or business 

application. Databases help you organize this related information in a logical fashion for easy access and 

retrieval.” (Cary N. Prague, 2004) 

Databases used to be manual, like for example the manual filing systems or manual database systems. But 

this kind of database includes paper, people, folders and a cabinet to complete. Besides it takes too long to 

find any information in such databases. These are nowadays obsolete. 

On the other hand a RDBMS (Relational database management system), such as Microsoft Access stores 

data in related tables. In this case finding information is done through queries. These queries give us the 
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information we need by configuring what information to filter. These results may appear as forms and 

reports. 

According to the DBA Web Technologies specialists in software development and IT consulting with clients 

such as General Electric, Tata and Staples, affirm that “Microsoft Access is the only relational database and 

software application development platform in the world which is not only highly sophisticated but also very 

stable and robust, yet it is extremely economical & cost effective;” (MS Access Platform: DBA Web 

Technologies, 2015) They also claim to be a good choice on what it comes to databases, and for companies 

not worthy expending thousands of dollars. 

Reasons to choose Microsoft Access: 

 Is the most widely used desktop database system in the world 

 Since it has a lot of users, there are also a lot of developers and support options. 

 There’s the a free version of Microsoft Access Runtime that enables any person to use it (this 

version doesn’t permit designing in Access) 

 It’s significantly cheaper than SQL Server or Oracle 

 Interfaces to external databases are very common and supported  

 Easy to adapt to the changes of the business 

 Reporting tools are easily interchangeable with other Microsoft Office tools. 

Reasons for not choosing Microsoft Access 

 If you wish to design a web-based system instead of a client-server system. 

 Too many users, the limit is 255 users, but real world limit is 10 to 80 (depending on the application) 

 Users with Macintosh computers can’t use it (consider Filemaker for this case) 

 You are forecasting a utilization of the database for over 1 million records 

Since Windows from Microsoft is widely used from whole over the world in companies and personal 

computers and also the due use of Microsoft Office (Microsoft Office may include Microsoft Access program) 

in Windows, might be easier and more accessible for Windows users to access to an application created in 

Microsoft Access. 

3.6 – Pareto Chart 

A Pareto chart is a bar graph and it’s actually the most used tool in the Plant for the detection of the root 

causes of equipment problems.  

The lengths of the bars represent frequency or cost (time or money), and are arranged with longest bars on 

the left and the shortest to the right. In this way the chart visually depicts which situations are more 
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significant. When building a Pareto Chart also known as Pareto diagram or Pareto analysis. There are two 

different cases, Weighted Pareto Chart and Comparative Pareto Charts. (Tague, 2015) 

Comparative Pareto Charts are used for monitoring a performance and comparing it after some change. It 

enables you to compare the Pareto frequencies across levels of one or two classification variables. For 

example, you can compare the frequencies of problems encountered with three different machines for five 

consecutive days. 

The use of Pareto is to guide the engineering team where to focus the problem solving efforts and the areas 

where the greater performance results may be achieve, by attacking a small group of issues if not just one 

or two issues. (Operations terms: leanmanufacture, 2015) 

When to Use a Pareto Chart: 

 When analyzing data about the frequency of problems or causes in a process. 

 When there are many problems or causes and you want to focus on the most significant. 

 When analyzing broad causes by looking at their specific components. 

 When communicating with others about your data. 

 

After collecting the data and creating a chart the downtime reasons in the example presented in Appendix 

7 about the late arrivals by reported cause will be organized by the biggest stoppage to the smallest. 
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Chapter 4 - The Equipment Care in Frencia 

In this chapter the author describes the framework, i.e. where the development of the solution will be based 

on, and what are the main feature, characteristics, and its environment. The chapter structure goes as 

follows: 

1. Production tracking; 

2. Equipment Care in Frencia Group 

3. The equipments in Equipment Care 

 

4.1 – Production tracking 

An indispensable tool in Equipment Care is the Production Tracking 

Sheet, as presented in the Figure 10 regarding a 1st shift fill (also it’s 

presented the view of the complete sheet in Appendix 8). As the 

reader is able to check, there are 5 columns per shift. These are: 

Production, Programmed Stoppages, Change Over, Organizational 

Problems and Breakdowns, according to the columns order. The 

whole shift is normally filled by the operator except for breakdowns 

which must be filled by maintenance technicians. There is a list of 

codes created by Engineering and FES (in Appendix 8), which is 

used by every operator to fill in a code taking into consideration the 

type of stoppage. This way stoppages can be grouped for a better 

statistical analysis. This follow up was designed by the Frencia 

Group. These type of follow-up can be made by equipment but also 

by production line (if this is a continuous flow line3). Although these 

tracking is followed using a line in the production sheet tracking 4 

NTRS causes which are the columns mentioned, there’s also room 

in the paper to write and calculate the Non-Quality time by shift (there 

is not a specific field to fill with Non-Quality). The NTRS is the Non-

TRS and TRS is in French Taux de Rendement Synthétique, in 

English is translated as Factory Efficiency Rate.  

 

                                                           
3 Continuous flow line are production lines constituted by more than one equipment, and is called continuous flow if one 

machine stops, it will affect the others after or before the one that stopped, the whole line will stop.  

Figure 10: Production Tracking Sheet 
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 𝑁 𝑛 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑇𝑖𝑚 = 𝑁𝑂𝐾 𝑝𝑎 𝑡𝑠 × 𝐶𝑦 𝑙  𝑇𝑖𝑚  (3) 

In the equation (3) the Non-Quality time represents the time in minutes, the NOK parts4 and the Cycle Time 

would be from the machine, unless if tracking the whole production line which in this case will be the Cycle 

Time of the production line.  

According to the Group, there are 6 types of stoppages (NTRS causes). These are the NTRS causes: 

Breakdowns, Change Over, Non-Quality, Organizational Problems, Programmed Stoppages and micro-

failures or slowdowns. Breakdown stoppage is for example a mechanical problem, an electrical problem, a 

deterioration stoppage cause, etc. A change Over is when there’s a tool change in the machine in order to 

be able to produce a different product reference; Non-Quality time is usually the time the machine wastes 

with a production of a unit and the end product of this unit has for example a non-recoverable defect. Time 

was wasted with the production of the unit which was then considered scrap. To sum up, if a part after 

getting out of the equipment for the first time will end up not being a good part to ship to costumer, then is 

automatically a NOK part, and therefore Non-Quality; Organizational Problem is usually when the equipment 

stops due to lack of material to produce, is usually a Logistic or supplier problem; Programmed Stoppages 

are lunch, pauses, Preventive maintenance, closed shift, etc 

4.2 – Equipment Care in Frencia Group 

Equipment Care is the selected name to identify the new Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) tool adapted 

to Frencia Plants. There is comparing with the original TPM, a major change in its implementation aligned 

with the main resources (experts and budgets) towards a more effective way of reliability for Frencia plants. 

The goal of this tool is to provide efficient utilization of the equipments and to minimize costs. The utilization 

of this tool aims to the minimizations of key breakdowns in the plant, which are usually very costly. 

Taking into account some experience regarding different technical manufacturing processes, the resources 

involved and of course the Plant’s business issues, the Equipment Care tool also helps the Plant’s 

management team to make better choices for the Plant’s priorities, taking in consideration the scope and 

the speed in order to grow, by finding one-by-one and correcting the root cause of all the obstacles regarding 

equipments.  

The Maintenance Department for instance has a huge responsibility to the success of the Equipment Care 

in the Plant. As any support function the Maintenance Department it must be organized by teams and assess 

his activities impact on the Plant performance. Communication is very important among teams for a more 

efficient job and Equipment Care requires this point. A communication among Maintenance people during 

                                                           
4 NOK part: Parts produced by the equipment which are defective, these parts may be either reworked or 
considered scrap. 
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the shift transition for example. There’s also a fast meeting in the beginning of every shift to split the work-

load.  

KPI’s5 regarding Maintenance department are customer oriented, e.g. Breakdowns, Total Maintenance 

Cost, Spare parts inventory value, etc. This department it’s very important in this Plant since this Plant 

gathers more than three hundred equipments listed on the Special Care list (further will be explained). The 

production on the Plant relies in equipments for almost every process. The Equipment Care comes with two 

main goals to this plant, reducing time stoppages which in time can help to save the money spent, e.g. the 

operators waiting for the equipment to be fixed, they are being paid but they are not producing because of 

equipment stoppages. The other goal is to save money in the Total Maintenance Cost, e.g. formulate new 

Preventive Maintenance plans in order to adapt to the usage of the equipment and minimizing the purchase 

of new spare parts. 

 

The Appendix 9 show us how are the tasks divided by Frencia staff regarding maintenance. It is possible 

according to Appendix 9, to transfer a task from Maintenance to Production for level 1 and 2. As long as 

each Production operator have a train formation and have been validated by the Maintenance department 

especially for the task at hand. This process is defined as Task Transfer. This process has the goal of 

making Production sharing some of the Equipment condition responsibility with the Maintenance 

Department, by making the Production feel they are also owners of the equipment. They will in fact spend 

so much time with the machine that we want to take advantage of the empathy generated between them. 

Equipment Care is for Frencia a field in development and everything is still very new. It´s tougher and 

requires more time and efforts than what most companies believe. After implementation, is expected to see 

only some great results after 3 and sometimes 5 years according to Frencia experts. 

 

Part of Frencia strategy is to simplify Management Flows and Lead Time by focus in Equipment 

Management (Equipment Care) for a more reliable equipments. In order to stabilize flows Frencia propose 

to eliminate Customer misdelivery risk (Misdeliveries Per Million (MPM) indicator), to ensure smooth flows 

with customers between UAPs inside the Plant and of course with suppliers. Between UAPs in the plant, 

because inside the Plant the same project can have 2 or 3 different owners (managers) which may be in 

charge of different processes. For example, in the same project, the cushions can be welded by UAP1 and 

then after going to a Cataphoresis painting station (painting process) it will be assembled by UAP2 to 

complete the cushion and pack it as the end product (note that in this project the cushions are packed 

separately from the backrests), the backrests are produced entirely in the UAP3 which have the process of 

welding and assembling the entire backrest (this backrest don’t need to be painted).  

In order to reduce wastes of time which can lead us to a better usage of the equipment can be reached by 

improving productivity by for example, forcing operators to make one of their breaks. This can be done when 

                                                           
5 KPI: Key Performance Indicator, represents important indicators which are priority for the Plant 
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an unplanned unpleasant stoppage take the enough time for operators to do this break, this way they do 

their break earlier than the usual as the equipment is down, and then they can work non-stop (but not 

working for more than 3 hours straight). When a very long stoppage occurs, the production will have to be 

compensated, usually the production line can go in N+1 configuration (plus 1 operator, usually the GAP 

Leader in the production line)  in order to catch-up the lost production. If this type of configuration and even 

other viable types are not enough to catch-up the lost production, it is suggested by the FES Referential to 

do overtime production on weekend in order to fulfil the clients order on time.  

 

By reducing inventories we reduce the costs of holding them, especially if this equipment is an Under 

Performing equipment (if it’s a bottleneck or the only one in the plant is likely to be an Under Performing 

Equipment) which is a priority to the Plant and it is almost unforgiven if it happens this equipment get stopped 

because of lack of material. So in order for this scenario never happen, this equipment will for sure be 

protected with a considerable stock. Stocks must be very well managed and taking into account. 

Better usage of capacity equipments, capacity equipments refers to equipments that don’t depend on other 

equipments therefore these are independent and these independent equipments are less susceptible to un-

planned stoppages which in turn make them more reliable equipments. A dependent equipment is when an 

equipment has a what is called preparatory (in Frencia), this preparatory is a process in one other equipment 

to the product, that precedes this equipment and it happens that if this precedent equipment has a 

breakdown or it can’t produce for some reason this first equipment (dependent equipment) will be stopped 

just because it is a dependent equipment. 

Frencia uses one very important and main tool of TPM methodology, it is Preventive Maintenance. This tool 

helps considerably towards Frencia target but is also important that Frencia eradicates the Palliative 

Maintenance. Palliative Maintenance is a kind of maintenance which is most common to be called Problems 

Resolution it consists in taking actions with a provisory character in which they are considered corrective 

maintenance. ((AFNOR), 2002) 

Capitalization is a word commonly used in Frencia. Developing maintenance knowledge for instance, is 

capitalization of the knowledge for the company, since the company becomes better in this business and 

capitalization can make the difference between competitors. FES Referential requests evidences of 

Capitalization, and the tool that represents Capitalization is LLS. There’s also the LLS transversalization, 

LLS stands for Lessons Learned Sheet and the transversalization as the word speaks for itself means this 

lessons learned can be adapted to other departments or functions within the same organization. LLS 

transversalization it is often associated with Capitalization. 

On the Equipment Care implementation it is suggested by the Frencia Equipment Care’s guide to first start 

to by implementing in the plant with the following order: Under- Performing Equipment; Key Equipment and 

Normal Equipment. Important to point out is also the fact that a meeting is done every week by each UAP 
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regarding any type of equipment (U. Performing, Key or Normal) that belongs to this specific UAP, this 

meeting is called Weekly Reliability Review. 

This Reliability Review must be piloted by an UAP Manager according to FES Referential and it must be 

done at least once a week and concerning all the UAP equipments. Maintenance Department must 

participate. This Review must include reviewing the global situation for the UAP and problems still to solve; 

Breakdown Log Sheet, Capitalization through LLS and priorities for current issues. According to the manual 

this review should take 45 to 60 minutes. 

4.3 - The equipments in the Equipment Care 

 

 

Making Priorities is the next step in Equipment Care and Frencia structure. It is called Making Priorities 

because Frencia builds a list called special care list by identifying the Plant’s equipment in need. After the 

list is made, an analysis is then made in order to allocate the type of equipment according to the resources 

in this case maintenance experts and budgets having impact on Plant Performance and costumer deliveries. 

The list is then updated and re-validated based on Plan Industrial Commercial (PIC) meeting decisions 

where they take into account volumes forecast or when a problem is eradicated, in order to match this 

priorities with the business reality. These meetings are schedule every three months. 

Making the special care list.  

This list comprises equipments that must be tracked, there are three levels of representation for the Plant: 

Normal; Key; Under-Performing; 

 

Normal Equipment 

Normal equipment usually between 70%~80% of the Plant’s equipment. It’s first decided by the Plant 

manager if an equipment goes or not to the list (under special care). 

Observe

Act & 
Improve

Confirm

Capitalize

Make
PRIORITIES

Reliable 
Equipments

Stabilize Flows Reduce Wastes

Equipment
Care

Figure 11: TPM cycle according to Frencia Figure 12: Equipments classification in 
Equipment Care according to Frencia 
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 Equipment such as compressors, heating and cooling systems, electricity supply, overhead cranes, hoist 

winches, IT systems, small trains, forklifts, tooling (milling machines, lathe machines) should be considered 

for the list. 

Normal equipment follow up must be applied either for an equipment, a group of equipments or complete 

assembly line. The sequential follow up must be composed by: 

 Performance Tracking; 

 Preventive Maintenance Level 1 and 2 tracking; 

 Abnormalities Tracking; 

 Problem Solving Process; 

 

Performance tracking is chosen according to KPI Tree Process. There are different types of indicators we 

can use in this tracking; one example is a Percentage of Preventive Maintenance tracking is a document 

based on tasks associated with this tracking, and taking into account the tasks that were registered with Not 

Done divided by the total number of tasks planned. 

The Preventive Maintenance Level 1 and 2 tracking is an A3 Codified sheet6 meant for the purpose of 

tracking the preventive maintenance that is performed by the operators in each equipment. This Preventive 

Maintenance is followed by day and by shift. Also the Preventive Maintenance is planned for the whole 

month. Usually in Frencia is used the percentage NTRS as an indicator which comes from TRS which it is 

another indicator. TRS is the indicator used in the Frencia Group about the utilization rate of a determined 

equipment or line. Both TRS and NTRS are formulated below in a formula (4) and (5). 

 

  

% 𝑇 𝑆 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏    𝑓 𝑝𝑎 𝑡𝑠  𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 𝐶𝑦 𝑙  𝑡𝑖𝑚 

𝑂𝑝 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚 
=

𝑇 𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇 𝑚𝑝  Ú𝑡𝑖𝑙

𝑂𝑝 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚 
 

 
(4) 

 

  

% 𝑁𝑇 𝑆 =
𝐵  𝑎𝑘  𝑤𝑛𝑠 + 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔  𝑂   + 𝑁 𝑛_𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑂 𝑔. 𝑃  𝑏𝑙 𝑚𝑠 + 𝑃  𝑔. 𝑆𝑡 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑔 𝑠

𝑂𝑝 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚 
 

 
(5) 

 

Where the Cycle Time is the best possible time for at least one cycle, respecting quality criteria, and the 

Opening Time7 is the total time of a shift or shifts, depending if calculating % TRS for the shift or for the 

whole day. In Frencia the 1st shift for example has 510 minutes (8 and half hours).  

Note that in the formula (5) there is not included the micro-failures and slowdowns. This is because Frencia 

decided to follow this indicator without the variation of cycle times between operators, so technically the 

formula should be as in the formula (6). 

                                                           
6 Codified sheet: Every standard document Frencia uses must be codified in order to be considered valid. Codifying 
implies a registration of the document in a Frencia Group online platform that can be consulted by every Frencia 
employee. 
7 Opening Time: The full time of a shift is designated as Opening Time 
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 % 𝑁𝑇 𝑆 −
𝑀𝑖   𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢  𝑠&𝑆𝑙 𝑤  𝑤𝑛𝑠

𝑂𝑝 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚 
=

𝐵  𝑎𝑘  𝑤𝑛𝑠 + 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔  𝑂   + 𝑁 𝑛_𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑂 𝑔. 𝑃  𝑏𝑙 𝑚𝑠 + 𝑃  𝑔. 𝑆𝑡 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑔 𝑠

𝑂𝑝 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚 
 (6) 

 

 

Abnormalities tracking or as we baptized it in Frencia Metal Plant Etiqueta de Anomalia is a very interesting 

system. This system consists in warning in a type of note block written in a triplicate paper with 110 mm 

high and 80 mm width. This system is used by the production in order to warn the Maintenance Department 

of an abnormality. This abnormality it’s usually a problem that didn’t stop the production, but can in the near 

future origin non-quality production, or even a stoppage of the equipment. So Abnormalities Tracking is 

understood as a great preventive tool.  

 

Problem Solving Process is a process that consists in finding a root cause of a problem that is being hard 

to solve. In this case Frencia uses a tool which is a model created by the company itself. This tool consists 

in gathering a team with employees from different areas in order to discuss the problem. This method is 

usually activated if a trigger is triggered, for example a certain number of breakdowns is reached in that 

shift; if one only stoppage has exceeded a certain number of minutes; a certain type of breakdown is 

happening repeatedly.  

 

Key Equipments 

The Key Equipments represent usually 20% to 30%. They are selected using a UAP filter (filter 1 as shown 

in the Figure 12) which can vary much, depending on priorities and technologies. This priorities are decided 

taking into account Customer deliveries and/or UAP cost performance. There is no standard criteria, but 

there are some examples for capacity and final assembly lines: Equipments with no back-up in Plant; 

Equipments that are flows bottleneck (there’s only this material path); Cycle time Bottleneck (No way to 

speed-up); Repair time (Getting spare parts, technician skills to the challenge); Availability constraints (fully 

loaded); Equipment Capability (Not Right at First Time (NRFT), Scrap, Rework); cost impact in case of a 

stoppage (will cause operators to be stopped doing nothing; costumer deliver issues (followed by MPM); 

quality issues; etc. … 

This equipments have a closer follow up, in order to have a more detailed track. Through the tool mentioned 

for the Problem Solving Process method pointed just for one equipment it can be easier to focus on 

Corrective Maintenance, moving from the containment (Palliative) to Curative so that will not end up with 

the improvised measure for the equipment to work properly, making it possible to lower the stoppages and 

the non-quality associated to the Palliative care. Key equipments have objectives of its stoppages in order 

to follow up improvements or worsening. This objectives have to do with these additional follow ups relative 

to the Normal Equipment. The percentage of each stoppage for the Key Equipment is important to follow, 

so it is demanded by Frencia Group that a Pareto Chart regarding all the different stoppages presented in 

the follow up. Choosing the highest stoppage from this Pareto Chart ignoring the Programmed Stoppages, 

it is than demanded to follow the Pareto of Pareto, which are the causes of the stoppages in minutes. 
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Another great tool added for the Key Equipment is the Breakdown Log Sheet (in Portuguese Ficha de 

Análise de Avaria), there are many purposes for this tool and one of them is to try to eliminate palliative 

equipment by identifying the real root cause of the problem and eliminate it consequently avoiding 

reoccurrence. The Breakdown Log Sheet filling can originate, e.g. equipment being modified, Preventive 

Maintenance Level 1 and 2 being revised and changed, etc. 

 

Under- Performing Equipments 

The Under-Performing equipments according to the FES Referential it must be chosen at least one for UAP. 

This equipment must be selected essentially based on plant priorities regarding the equipment specifications 

and relevance. Despite the FES Referential being very strict and rigorous, it can be avoided the mandatory 

point that indicates there must be an Under Performing equipment in the plant, if this decision was validated 

by the Operations Director.  
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Chapter 5 – The Application in MS Access Platform 

In this chapter the author explains with detail the work developed to achieve the Microsoft Access 

Application. The chapter structure goes as follows: 

1. Brief Introduction; 

2. The Application principles; 

3. The Application; 

 

5.1 – Introduction 

The tool chosen to develop this Application, was Microsoft Access, first for being an already existing tool 

inside the company, then for its ease of creation and development through its resources, such as the 

interface designing, thus the use of SQL and VBA programming are quite developer friendly. Therefore 

there was no need for additional investments in acquisition for new software tools. Microsoft Access also 

known as MS Access is a management system for databases, developed by Microsoft. This software allows 

the user to develop and manage databases with a more user friendly interface. The software uses the 

Microsoft Jet Database Engine which is the base for the Microsoft Access to work. This tool (Jet) is 

responsible for registering, organizing or searching the records.  

Microsoft Access can be utilized with its user friendly interface which is very helpful and it makes the job of 

creating the database substantially easy, but on the other hand for a more experienced user and a more 

exigent job this interface turns out to be more limited. So for this purpose Microsoft has offered the possibility 

of programming the user own creation. The user can opt by either a Structured Query Language (SQL) or 

Visual Basic (VBA) programming, although SQL language is more query sided and the VBA more interface 

functionality sided, VBA can also replace the SQL by building a much more complex program but again not 

so user friendly.  

Another important objective of this application development is to help its users to answer to the FES 

Referential, which in turn will be a great support for them to monitor their production lines and respective 

equipments. The users are expected to be: the Maintenance Department for consult only, Supervisors to 

consult and introduce the information and its RUAPs to consult. The main users are Supervisors and they 

have to know how to introduce the information correctly. 
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The FES referential points, for the Key Equipments and also for Under-Performing equipments: 

 Level 3 – Pareto NTRS and Pareto of  Pareto  

 Level 5 – MTBF and MTTR calculation 

 

Note that level 5 is the maximum. Also if previous levels are not approved, level 5 cannot be approved, e.g. 

if level 2 is not approved by Frencia’s Group auditors, so the final grade for Key Equipments or Under-

Performing equipments will be level 1. Key equipments are evaluated separately from Under-Performing 

equipments and Normal equipments. 

 

These FES referential points evaluate the good utilization of the Equipment Care boards, this is because of 

the importance of having a complete following of the Equipment Care system to have all this indicators 

correctly followed. Beyond these points that seek to answer to the FES referential, there are some other 

functions included in this application in order to facilitate the maintenance management for the Supervisor 

and also for the RUAP: 

 Calculate the Factory Efficiency Rate (Taxa de Rendimento Sintético), designated as TRS; 

 Calculate the Non Factory Efficiency Rate (Não Taxa de Rendimento Sintético), designated as 

NTRS; 

 Registry of production by reference of product by shift and by day; 

 Charts creation (Pareto NTRS, Pareto of Pareto, Production chart, MTBF, MTTR); 

 Reports of specific cause of stoppage; 

 

This application is now the main source of information to analyze some Plant problems regarding the plant 

strategy and to make the selection of the new Key Equipments or Under-Performing Equipments. This 

analysis is also valid for the selection of new Key Performance Indicators (KPI). 

 

5.2 - The Application principles 

There are two main versions of this database, the first is an older version since it was first developed, but it 

happened that during the development of the database the IT department had to change the computers 

equipment in the Plant due to Microsoft Office 2003 had become unsupported by Microsoft (Support and 

updates for Office 2003 are no longer available). This change in the Plant, has implied the implementation 

of new computers with Microsoft Office 2010. Regarding this issue, there is a second version that uses most 

of the previous application (Microsoft Access 2003) and is prepared for the new Office (Microsoft Access 
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2010). Note that the whole application was built in the Portuguese language since its users will be mainly 

Portuguese. The second version is the one presented in this thesis. 

5.2.1 - Split Database Architecture  

This option can be implemented in any Microsoft Access database, during the development or even after it 

have been finished, it’s generally opted when the database is being shared by several people over a 

network. It is expected a decrease of the probability to database file corruption and an improvement in 

performance.  

Splitting a database consists in organizing (splitting) the database into two files: a back-end that contains 

the data tables; and a front-end database that contains all the other objects, such as queries, forms and 

reports. Then the access to the database by the user is through the front-end. The front-end is basically an 

interface for the user that works as before being split, except that the data that is stored in tables which are 

in the back-end file, are just linked to the front-end through the Linked Table Manager. This way we just 

access to back-end when front-end requires to do so. Spitting a database can be done automatically by 

Microsoft Access or manually with Linked Table Manager. Benefits of a split database are:  

 Improved Performance: The performance can drastically improve, since only data (data are 

recorded in tables) is sent through the network. Which it doesn’t happen in a shared database that 

is not split, i.e. all the database objects been sent through network (tables, queries, forms, reports, 

macros and modules).  

 Greater availability: Since a split database only send data through network, record edits and 

creation are completed quickly, this way data can be more available to edit. 

 Enhanced security: If back-end is stored on a computer using NTFS (New Technology File System) 

file system, it can therefore be used a NTFS security feature to help protecting data. 

 

In this particular case, the author created not only one Front-End type, but two different Front-End types to 

two different types of users:  

 The Front-End first type (in the Figure 13) is for users who are the employees directly involved with 

the production. These are the main responsible and interested people in maintaining the database 

application working without errors. These first type are also responsible for updating new data on 

the application.  

 TheFront-End second type (in the Figure 14) is for users who are employees indirectly involved in 

production, such as Engineering department mainly, but also Quality Control department and FES 

department are interested to this second type. 
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Figure 13: Access application architecture (Front-End 1st type) 

 

Back-End in Microsoft Access 

Back-End file is never accessed by regular users, just by administrators. This file is composed only 

by tables and usually hosted on a secure sever. The Back-End only saves the records created on 

the Front-End. As illustrated in the Figure 13 both forms Introdução de dados and Tempos de Ciclo 

are the ones that can actually save records on Back-End tables, the other forms are prepared only 

for consult data. 
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Figure 14: Access application architecture (Front-End 2nd type) 

  

Front-End in Microsoft Access Runtime 

 Microsoft Access works on a very interesting platform in which it offers great solutions to what it 

comes to data information management with easy to use and personalized tools. If the users don’t 

have the need of customizing for instance, any reports or charts to its own style, the Microsoft 

Access Runtime can answer to all user needs. 

 In Microsoft Access Runtime, every UI (User Interface) related to design view are removed or 

disabled. The Microsoft Access Runtime is free and can therefore be freely distributed, not 

representing any cost to companies using it.  

 Microsoft Access Runtime allows its users to execute an Access desktop application without the 

need of buying it or installing a complete version of Microsoft Access. It is a clever strategy by 

Microsoft since it boost the number of Access developers and users, allowing developers to create 

databases that can freely distributed to an unlimited number of final users.  

 Runtime allow its users to visualize, create, edit and eliminate data along with the execution of 

queries, forms, reports, macros and code previously created in the VBA module. 
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5.3 – The Application 

Figure 15 shows the relationship between tables inside the application, i.e. the database developer can 

embed in this case for example a series of equipments (equipamento in Portuguese) inside one production 

line (Linha in Portuguese). This case is a one-to-many relation as we can observe by the number 1 and the 

symbol ∞. The author opted by only just one relationship (as shown in Figure 15) since every other need of 

relation between tables will be done through Visual Basic (VBA) language imbedded in the forms. 

 

Figure 15: Microsoft Access Application relationships 

This database is composed by 10 tables, 72 queries, 22 forms, 18 reports and 1 module; each table, query, 

form, report or module is called object. Below in the next figures is presented the main menu outlook and 

its options.  

In the next two figures are represented the Supervisor and RUAP version in Figure 16 and the Engineering 

version with few options in the Figure 17. 
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In this form it can be observed the different options that this software has available for its users. All these 

options listed in the Figure 16 will be explained in a more detailed way further in this study. 

 

1. Introdução de dados literally translated means Introduction of Data, this button gives 

access to the main and more important form of this application, where all the important 

data is introduced by the user and registered in the indicated place. It’s very important 

that this form works particularly well since the information registered from this form will 

enable and influence all the other options presented in the application.  

2. Evolução Avarias which stands for Breakdown Progress gives access to a form, where 

the user can follow the progress of some specific breakdowns during an extensive period 

of time. 

3. Tempos de Ciclo stands for Cycle Time, this button gives the user access to a very 

simple form which has the ability to save different Cycle Time’s by the different product 

reference and by the different existent GAPs. 

4. Pareto NTRS it doesn’t need the translation, this button give us access to the Non 

Factory Efficiency Rate Pareto Chart according to the GAP chosen and the respective 

interval date. 

5. Pareto do Pareto means Pareto of Pareto and this button give us access to a form from 

where it can be detailed by the user the parameters to achieve the Pareto chart.  

6. Consulta de Produção it can be better translated to Monitoring Production and this 

button give us access to a form where the production can be monitored. 

Figure 17: Main Menu Access Application (Front-End 
2nd type) 

Figure 16: Main Menu Access Application (Front-
End 1st type) 
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7.  Engenharia it means Engineering, despite the fact the application is based on a CMMS 

module and the main concept of this application being maintenance, the reason this 

button is called Engineering is because the main purpose for this button to exist is to the 

utilization by the Engineering and Maintenance Department mainly. The form associated 

to this button has de ability to create Line Charts regarding MTTR and MTBF values. 

Although these two different charts are an indicator for the Engineering and Maintenance 

Department this charts can also be used by the UAP for a better monitoring of its 

stoppages and consequent solutions. 

8. Sair da Aplicação the translation to this text means to exit the application, this button 

has the ability to close the whole application including the platform where the application 

is open, in this case the Microsoft Access. 

 

5.3.1 - Introduction of Data Form (Introdução de dados) 

It will now be explained in a more detailed way all this forms previously mentioned and its importance for 

the functioning of the application. 

 

Figure 18: Form Introduction of data subdivided in four parts (A, B, C and D) 

As described in the beginning of this chapter, in line a) is the link to this form. This form as mentioned above 

is the main form of the application. It’s very important that the user knows how to use it and that this user 

have no doubt about the potential of this part of the application.  

This form will be subdivided for a clearer explanation as shown in the Figure 18 a better view of the form is 

presented in Appendix 10. The part A inside the yellow area is composed by the fast introduction buttons 

and the combo boxes for choosing the place and the time where to allocate the records. The part B inside 

the red area is where the details of the records are specified. The part C inside the green area is a merely 
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monitor of the introduction of the records. And the part D inside the pink area is where the buttons are to 

navigate through the application. 

 

Part A – Combo and text boxes (including calendar) and fast introduction buttons 

 

Figure 19: Header of the form in ACC2003 (part A from old version in Appendix 11) 

 

Figure 20: Header of the form in ACC2010 (part A from Figure 18) 

This Part A, is divided in 2 parts, the combo boxes, text boxes including calendars part is the number 1 and 

the fast introduction buttons is the number 2, as showed in the Figure 20. 

 

1 - The combo boxes and text boxes (including calendar) 

Combo boxes were created to show a list of options rather than the user having to remember these options. 

Combo boxes can be based on a table or query information.  

The part A shown in the Figure 20 is composed by three combo boxes and eleven buttons. The first Combo 

box Linha is where the GAP, project or line can be chosen by the user. This options are listed in the combo 

box through a query that picks up the values from the table called 1,2,1- tabela de Linhas these GAPs vary 

depending on the UAP. The Turno (shift) combo box lists four possibilities 1, 2, 3 and 3 – 6ª feira and belong 

to the table 1,2,2- tabela de Turnos. The third combo box Data (Date) in the ACC2003 version of the 

application has a query that picks up the last 20 dates in which it was introduced records and organizes the 

dates by descending order that way it can obtain the more recent record introduced, in the first position. In 

the ACC2010 version, as the reader is able to check in the Figure 20, the combo box Data was transformed 

to a text box as explained below. 

Also these three combo boxes have a table where the value chosen is recorded, this way when the 

application is closed and then reopen the options chosen in the combo boxes (Linha, Turno and Data) will 

remain the same as when it was closed. This way when the user opens the application the next day he’ll 

have the data showed which was introduced in the previous day. 
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The calendar in ACC2003 

 

 

The calendar button (is a button with a calendar icon on the middle), this button has an OnClick event with 

a VBA instruction to open a calendar called MSCAL.Calendar.7 presented in the Figure 21 and then it has 

the following instruction to save the day chosen in the calendar to the combo box. The following code is the 

OnClick event for the ocxCalendar8: 

Table 1: VBA code to check day selected by user 

 

                                                           
8 ocxCalendar is the name given to this calendar in the application 

1) (..) 

2) If Format(ocxCalendar.Value, "ddd") = "sáb" Or Format(ocxCalendar.Value, "ddd") = "dom" 

Then 

3) cboOriginator.SetFocus 

4) ocxCalendar.Visible = False 

5) MsgBox "Não pode introduzir valores como ""sábado"" ou ""domingo""." _ 

6) & vbCrLf & "Por favor, tente novamente.", vbExclamation, _ 

7) "Entrada incorrecta." 

8) Exit Sub 

 

9) ElseIf Format(ocxCalendar.Value, "ddd") <> "sex" And Turno.Value = "3 - 6ª feira" Then 

10) cboOriginator.SetFocus 
11) ocxCalendar.Visible = False 
12) MsgBox "Não pode introduzir o turno '3 - 6ª feira', num dia que não seja 6a feira" _ 
13) & vbCrLf & "Por favor, tente novamente.", vbExclamation, _ 
14) "Entrada incorrecta." 
15) 'Cancel = True 
16) Exit Sub 

 

17) ElseIf Format(ocxCalendar.Value, "ddd") = "sex" And Turno.Value = 3 Then 
18) cboOriginator.SetFocus 
19) ocxCalendar.Visible = False 
20) MsgBox "Não pode introduzir o turno 3, na 6a feira" _ 
21) & vbCrLf & "Por favor, tente o turno '3 - 6ª feira'.", vbExclamation, _ 
22) "Entrada incorrecta." 
23) 'Cancel = True 
24) Exit Sub 

 

25) Else 
26) cboOriginator.Value = ocxCalendar.Value 
27) cboOriginator.SetFocus 
28) ocxCalendar.Visible = False 
29) Set cboOriginator = Nothing 

Figure 21: MSCAL.Calendar.7 
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From the line of code 1) till 7) of the Table 1, the author created an algorithm that checks if the day chosen 

in the calendar is sáb from the word Sábado means Saturday or dom from the word Domingo means 

Sunday. So if the day chosen is on a weekend the code written in the line 3) will turn the calendar invisible 

and the line 4) will create a message box appear like shown in the Figure 25. 

 

The calendar in ACC2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ACC2003 calendar (MSCAL) was not present in the Microsoft Access 2010 library files. So an error 

was being shown when the ACC2003 Application was being executed in Microsoft Access 2010 for missing 

the MSCAL library file.  

In the new ACC2010 application the author decided to change to a new feature of calendar presented in 

this version of Access. This feature works by just setting a text box Format to for example Short Date, this 

way when the user click on the text box a calendar button will appear right next to the text box enabling the 

user to click it and select the date he wants. To control the dates introduced there is a VBA code presented 

in the Event property in the Before Update of this text box and it contains the same VBA code from Table 

1, but excluding from the line 25 to 29 (this code was just necessary for the MSCAL functioning). Note that 

this calendar only works if the library mscomct2.DLL is presented in the Windows system folders. 

To retrieve the day of the week as shown in the Figure 23 the function 1) is used from the Table 1. By 

entering the weekday number in the function in 1) it will turn out the result of the week day name. The false 

means if the author wants a abbreviation of the week day name or not. The number 1 means Sunday and 

it represents the first day of the week in the function. To get the week number as in the Figure 23, the 

function in 2) was used. 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Microsoft Access 2010 
calendar 

Figure 22: Week day and number 
(from Figure20) 
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Table 2: Week day and number functions 

 
 

The Message box (MsgBox) 

 

 

 

 

 

This function (MsgBox) is very useful to what it comes to get users attention for something they may be 

doing wrong. This function is widely used through this application forms.  

What happens in the Figure 24 is that, chosing the shift 3 – 6ª feira on other day than a Friday. When 

choosing a value in the calendar there’s also another two different check algorithms, from line 9) till 16) and 

the other from line 17) till 24) both regarding the same concept, the concept of the week schedule. This 

Frencia Metal Plant has a 3rd shift that it’s different on Friday, once there’s no production on Saturday (there 

are exceptions) the 3rd shift on Friday produces more 50 minutes than the usual, and therefore there is a 

different Opening Time. For that reason is important to distinguish the shift 3 from the shift 3 – 6ª feira, this 

last one was created with the purpose of assigning different length shifts (minutes) in order to facilitate the 

calculation of the Opening Time. The Opening Time is often used in the TRS and NTRS indicators 

calculation. This algorithm checks if the combo box Turno (shift) is coinciding correctly with the day of the 

week, in this case if the combo box has the 3 shift (3rd shift) than the user cannot choose Friday, or the other 

way around.  

Another case is the Figure 25, which makes it impossible for the user to choose either Saturday or Sunday. 

This happens because Frencia don’t want to follow the weekends in the database. Work on weekends just 

happens when to improvise a stoppage that will affect/delay the production during the week, which will 

originate a delay in the delivery to the customer. Since this business is based in a just-in-time philosophy it 

is very important to produce the fastest way possible in the smaller time interval possible. Also the 

depreciation on equipments is done according to the work days of the week only. That’s why this kind of 

restriction in the database calendars is done, by not allowing the user to choose a weekend day. 

1) =WeekdayName(Weekday([cboDate]);False;1) 

2) ="W"+Format([cboDate];"ww") 

 

3) Figura 2 - Week day and 

number=WeekdayName(Weekday([cboDate]);False;1) 

4) ="W"+Format([cboDate];"ww") 

Figure 24: Wrong shift selection Figure 25: Message box about wrong day 
selection 
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Fast Introduction Buttons 

Table 3: Fast introduction button TOP5 

 

The three combo boxes and one button (calendar button) are explained. The other ten buttons which the 

author denominates as fast introduction buttons were all build with the same principle. Also this buttons only 

allow a fast introduction for the Programmed Stoppages Paragens Programadas, this happens because the 

Programmed Stoppages are usually equal every day and every shift while on the other hand the other 

stoppages are very inconstant and unpredictable. A good day of work is considered to be contained only 

Programmed Stoppages in a value of 60 minutes.  

The function of each button can be understood with the example shown in the previous Table 2. 

This button was developed with the goal of making a faster introduction of records, in order for the user in 

this case the Supervisor spend the less time possible in the computer. Also this fast introduction allows 

supervisors to give a more detailed attention to other introduction of information. 

Now explaining the functionality of the VBA code in the Table 2. In Line 2) is set a focus to the subform 1,1- 

Menu Principal subformulário1 (created by the table 1- tabela de Registos presented in the B part of the 

1) Private Sub Comando136_Click() 
 

2) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1].SetFocus 
3) DoCmd.GoToRecord , , acNewRec 
4) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Causa NTRS] = "Paragens 

Programadas" 

5) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Tempo] = "10" 
6) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Descrição] = "Top5 + Arranque 

de posto" 

7) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Equipamento] = [1- tabela de 
Registos subformulário1]![Equipamento].ItemData(0) 

8) DoCmd.GoToRecord , , acNewRec 
 

9) End Sub 

 

10) Private Sub Comando136_Click() 

 

11) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1].SetFocus 

12) DoCmd.GoToRecord , , acNewRec 

13) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Causa NTRS] = "Paragens 

Programadas" 

14) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Tempo] = "10" 

15) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Descrição] = "Top5 + 

Arranque de posto" 

16) [1- tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Equipamento] = [1- 

tabela de Registos subformulário1]![Equipamento].ItemData(0) 

17) DoCmd.GoToRecord , , acNewRec 

 

18) End Sub 
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present form), than in line 3) the code used, inside the subform the application will navigate until a blank 

record and then will focus the fields written in the lines 4), 5), 6) and 7). In the line 8) is used a command to 

make it possible for the user to have another blank record for new introduction. 

Part B – Subforms: Introducing and summarizing records 

 

Figure 26: Part B from Introduction of data in Figure 18 divided in 3 subforms 

 

These subforms are the core information collection of this whole application, especially the Subform 1 and 

Subform 3, both in Figure 26. These two subforms if correctly filled can make a perfect output of this 

application. Supervisors are the first clients for these subforms. The Subform 2 (below on the left on Figure 

26) is a summary of the information introduced. 

 

1 – Subform: 1,1- Menu Principal subformulário1 

 

Figure 27 – 1,1- Menu Principal subformulário1 (subform 1 in Figure 26) 
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This subform in Figure 27 was created based in the table 1- tabela de Registos as mentioned in the part A, 

the main objective of this subform is to register the shift by day from the Tracking of Production Sheet 

document. The records displayed in this subform are shown depending on the combo boxes in the part A. 

This subform is bound to those combo boxes, so when a combo box is changed with a new option chosen 

from its list, the subform refreshes itself by querying the information in the table 1- tabela de Registos related 

to the three combo boxes, Linha, Turno and Data. 

This subform has also an AfterInsert event, an AfterUpdate event and an AfterDelConfirm event. Which 

means that after inserting a new record, after updating the subform or confirm a record to be deleted, these 

events will trigger the following instruction in common: 

Table 4: 1,1- Menu Principal subformulário1 VBA Events associated 

 

 

The command Parent in line 1) is used in this case, since this subform (1,1- Menu Principal subformulário1 

presented in Figure 27) has no connection with the subform D01- Somatório NTRS Menu Principal 

subformulário1 (Figure 28 next subform). So by this command the connection is made assuming to be its 

parent the main form 1- Menu Principal in which the first is embedded and from here the command Requery 

can be used. Command Requery is often used to refresh a query. In this case the Me.Parent is able to 

Requery the subform D01- Somatório NTRS Menu Principal subformulário1 (explained below). In the Line 

2) and 3) a connection is made to a control in the main form 1- Menu Principal, this control is a combo box 

Caixa_de_combinação83, this combo box has a query associated to it. This query will sum up the total of 

minutes of all the stoppages in the table 1- tabela de Registos for the GAP, shift and day selected on the 

combo boxes shown in the Figure 20. Every time one of the events previous mentioned is triggered the 

combo box will refresh the value. After the query is refreshed the line 3) piece of code will automatically 

select the value given by the query that is listed in the combo box. The value presented in the combo box 

will then be used by a text box in the C part of the Figure 18. This text box (Texto87) will limit the number of 

1) Me.Parent![D01- Somatório NTRS Menu Principal 

subformulário1].Form.Requery 

2) Forms![1- Menu Principal].Caixa_de_combinação83.Requery 

3) Forms![1- Menu Principal].Caixa_de_combinação83 = Forms![1- Menu 

Principal].Caixa_de_combinação83.ItemData(0) 

 

4) Me.Parent![D01- Somatório NTRS Menu Principal 

subformulário1].Form.Requery 

5) Forms![1- Menu Principal].Caixa_de_combinação83.Requery 

6) Forms![1- Menu Principal].Caixa_de_combinação83 = Forms![1- Menu 

Principal].Caixa_de_combinação83.ItemData(0) 
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minutes that can be introduced for each shift. This functionality will be further detailed in the C part of the 

Figure 18. 

 

2 – Subform: D01- Somatório NTRS Menu Principal subformulário1 

 

Figure 28: D01- Somatório NTRS Menu Principal subformulário1 (subform 2 in Figure 26) 

This subform is a merely query that sums up the total stoppage minutes and the occurrences of the same 

stoppages grouped by the stoppage type. It’s a very practical way for the Supervisor to be aware of the 

global results for the shift. Is refreshed every time the previous described subform (1,1- Menu Principal 

subformulário1) trigger the  following events: AfterInsert, AfterUpdate and AfterDelConfirm event. 

3 – Subform: 1,6- Tabela de Peças 

 

Figure 29: 1,6- Tabela de Peças (subform 3 in Figure 26) 

This subform has the same name of the table from where it was created table 1,6- Tabela de Peças. This 

subform consists in saving records in the table 1,6- Tabela de Peças related to the production. This form 

saves the following fields: Linha, Turno, Data, Quantidade, TC, Tempo Útil and Referência. Tempo Útil is 

calculated through VBA explained in the Table 4.  

Table 5: Tempo Útil (Useful Time) calculation 

 

The first three fields (Linha, Turno and Data) are bound to the three combo boxes previous explained in the 

part A in the Combo boxes point as the others subforms are. Quantidade meaning quantity is a Long Integer 

Number Length field and as it is visible in the Figure 29 is where the Supervisor registers the number of 

products produced. In the TC field the user don’t have to introduce any value because this value is automatic 

filled when the user picks the reference in the Referência field which has already a time (in seconds) 

associated. The Referência field is a combo box as the reader can perceive by the Figure 29 (where the 

1) Me.Tempo_Útil = Me.TC * Me.Quantidade / 60 
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button with the grey arrow pointing down is), and this field queries the table 2,0- Registo de TC where is 

where the time cycle is saved by the user through another form (this form is further explained).This subform 

has three events associated: AfterInsert, AfterUpdate and AfterDelConfirm; which can trigger the code in 

Table5.  

Table 6: Combo box Requery 

 

This means that like as explained in the Subform 1,1- Menu Principal subformulário1 (subform 1) the combo 

box Caixa_de_combinação60 will be refreshed and a value assumed every time one of the events are 

triggered. The value presented in the Caixa_de_combinação60 will then be used by a text box in the C part 

of the Figure 18. This text box (Texto58) will limit the number of minutes that can be introduced for each 

shift. This functionality will be further detailed in the C part of the Figure 18. 

 

Part C – Monitoring the records introduced 

 

 

Figure 30: Indicators of Part C (Figure 18) in ACC2010 version 

 

Figure 31: in ACC2003 version 

Part C is a way to monitor the values introduced by the Supervisor as presented in Figures 30 and 31. 

These values are indicators about efficiency in the production shift which are well known by Frencia 

employees. This system consists in monitoring the values introduced, but also to prevent the user from 

entering unreal values, e.g. entering a number of parts produced such as multiplying it by the cycle time and 

the total minutes (Total Tempo útil in formula (4) in the end of chapter 4) exceeds the maximum number of 

minutes existent in a shift. In this case, the system unable all the controls, except the button that says 

Desbloquear (meaning unlock) in the part D, so the user will not be able to introduce new records in different 

days or shifts before correcting the error. When the controls are blocked the following warning in the Figure 

32 appears to the user. 

 Forms![1- Menu Principal].Caixa_de_combinação60.Requery 

 Forms![1- Menu Principal].Caixa_de_combinação60 = Forms![1- Menu 

Principal].Caixa_de_combinação60.ItemData(0) 
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Figure 32 - Message box about time superior to Opening time 

The Total minutos: text box (Texto87 in Figure 33) is the one mentioned in the Subform 1,1- Menu Principal 

subformulário1 it acquires the value of the combo box Caixa_de_combinação83, using the following code 

on the Control Source property of the text box: =Ise(ÉNulo([Caixa de combinação83]);0;([Caixa de 

combinação83])); this code uses the function IIF (expression; True part; False part) in which the translation 

to Portuguese is Ise, and also the function IsNull (ÉNulo in Portuguese) this function is the logical test that 

replaces the expression in the IIF function. This function tests if the combo box Caixa de Combinação83 is 

null (through the function IsNull) and returns true or false as an answer which will trigger the true or false 

part of the function IIF. In this case 0 represents the value for the true part and Caixa de Combinação83 the 

false part. These two functions are used with the finality of representing a 0 value in the Text87 box in order 

to unable the possibility of having a blank text box if there is no value coming from the query (query 

presented in Caixa de combinação83). 

 

Figure 33 - All the indicators hidden version ACC2003 and ACC2010 
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How does it work? 

 

 

This system consists in making the right text boxes visible according to the combo box Turno (in Figure 19) 

which controls the shift you want to register in the database. According to the shift, we can have a different 

Opening Time. The minutes that are available to introduce in the shift are for the 1st and 2nd shift 510 

minutes, for the 3rd shift from Monday till Thursday are 420 minutes, on Friday again in the 3rd shift the 

Opening Time is 470 minutes, as shown in the Figure 34. 

The Text box Texto87 and Texto58 are common to all the shifts and are always visible. Texto87 is equal to 

the value queried by Caixa de Combinação83 and Texto58 are equal to the value queried by Caixa de 

Combinação60 (also these text boxes are associated with the IIF function previously explained). 

Table 7: Calculation of Minutos disponíveis (available minutes) by shifts 

 

For a better explanation of the functioning of this simple system let’s take the 1st shift as an example.  

The 1st shift uses as all the other shifts the Texto87 which represents the Total minutos, these minutes are 

the total minutes of stoppages in the shift introduced in the subform 1 from Part B and Texto58 which 

represents the Total Tempo Útil that is the calculated in the subform 3 from Part B as input values.  First 

Minutos disponíveis which represent the minutes left in a shift after introducing the minutes of stoppages 

(NTRS) and the minutes of producing time (Total Tempo Útil in formula (4) in the end of chapter 4). 

Summarizing the Minutos disponíveis are the result of summing formula (4) with (5) and according to formula 

(6) the result is Micro-Failures and Slowdowns. 

In the text box Minutos disponíveis for each shift is calculated this way as it is in the Table 6. Line 1) goes 

for 1st and 2nd shifts, Line 2) for 3rd shift and Line 3) for the 3rd shift on Friday. 

For the %NTRS do turno in the text box Texto108, it is obtained by dividing the value from Texto87 by the 

Opening time in this case the 1st shift (510 min.). Note that the fact of having 3 combo boxes for each 

calculation is due to the Opening time of the shifts as explained in Figure 33. For the %TRS do turno the 

same calculation applies, but in this case the result will be in text box Texto92 (%TRS do turno). 

1) [Texto101]=510-[Texto87]-[Texto58] 
2) [Texto122]=420-[Texto87]-[Texto58] 
3) [Texto153]=470-[Texto87]-[Texto58] 

Figure 34: Shift Opening time 
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The %Total of minutes text box is calculated by summing both %NTRS do turno and %TRS do turno text 

boxes. 

Text box as an indicator. For example Texto94 is equal to the value in the text box Texto87 and is used 

Conditional Formatting between red and green in order to know if the value of minutes (in this case in 

Texto87) are lower than the Opening time.  In the Figure 35 there’s an example of a value over the Opening 

time. 

Note that other text boxes with colors between red and green use the Conditional Formatting tool. 

 

Figure 35 - Indicators with negative values from Part C (Figure 18 ) in ACC2010 version 

To finalize, as above mentioned, the function of this system depends on switching the right text boxes by 

making them visible or not, the VBA code controlled by the combo boxes in the Part A, is in Appendix 12. 

Part D – Buttons panel 

 

 

The Actualizar button is presented in the Command Button Wizard from Microsoft Access, and it refreshes 

the form data. Also, it checks if the text boxes in Part C, are correctly visible according to the chosen shift. 

Besides it still makes a requery to the text box (Reference) presented in the subform 3 shown in Part B from 

this chapter. The Desbloquear button unlocks the combo boxes (indicated in the Figure 36) only if there’s 

none red indicator. The VBA code is shown in Appendix 13. The Tempos de Ciclo button opens a form 

where the user can register new cycle times to later use in the calculation of the Tempo Útil in subform 3 

from Part B, Figure 18. The Voltar (Back) button closes the present form and opens the Main menu form 

Figure 36: Panel Button to access other forms 
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shown in Figure 16 or 17. On the below Figure 37 is shown the form blocked, meaning buttons and combo 

boxes. 

 

Figure 37: Form Introduction of data blocked 

 

5.3.2 - Breakdown Progress (Evolução Avarias) 

The main reason of this form creation was to follow the breakdowns and their progress. This form enables 

according to the Figure 38 to choose to follow the progress of the breakdowns by code in which the data is 

grouped by month (Figure 39).  

  

Figure 38: Breakdown Progress Form 

This chart below in Figure 39 is obtained by clicking the button Evolução Avarias/Mês. The result is this bar 

chart composed by the breakdown data by of the specific code and grouped by month. In the report it can 

be observed that the breakdown 4.16 – Comunicação com a Fonte (belonging to the list in Appendix 14), 

translated to Communication with Power Supply has increased from the first to the second semester. This 
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breakdown increase can be explained by the arrival of new welding lines to the plant that may be tested 

and each power supply for laser welding lines must be shared by two lines. 

 
Figure 39: Breakdown Progress Chart example 

 

The button Avarias totais (Total Breakdowns) from the form (Figure 38) open a report based on the interval 

date chosen and the line (in this case the code does not matter), this way the report will present every 

breakdown in that interval.  

The button Avarias sem códigos (Breakdown without code) was created to help with a long term view of 

breakdown codes because the list of codes may change seeking improvements, but when a list of codes is 

changed some data may be later ignored, e.g. imagine a sensor replacement in the equipment has the code 

4.2 and the code is later changed to 5.3 in order to stay listed close to the sensors/cables breakdowns, what 

happens later is when I search in the database for the code 5.3 to check the sensor replacement breakdown, 

the data with the code 4.2 when the sensor replacement was before listed will no longer appear in the 

search. Well in this case the author created a query that splits the number part (the code) from the text part 

(the actual breakdown) and group this data in the same search. 

An example of the report from Avarias totais and Avarias sem códigos is presented in Appendix 15 and 

Appendix 16, respectively. The instruction used in the query to split the breakdown code from the text and 

plus group by just the text, is presented in Table 7. 
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Table 8: VBA code in Breakdown Progress Chart Avarias sem códigos 

 

5.3.3 - Cycle Time (Tempos de Ciclo)  

This form can be accessed from the Main menu form or from the form presented in Introduction of Data 

Form in the beginning of this chapter (Part D). This form has the goal to save the cycle times by reference 

of product as is shown in the Figure 40 as Referência. The user can save all the cycle times in seconds by 

each different Line of production. Although lines 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 belong to the same project, it doesn’t mean 

they produce the same models (references). 

This records are saved in a table called 2,0- Registo de TC and it’s structure is shown in the Figure 41. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Mid([Código Probl/Avaria];InStr([Código Probl/Avaria];"-")+2) 

Figure 41: Cycle Time Form  
Figure 40 - Cycle Time table 2,0- 

Registo de TC 
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5.3.4 - Pareto NTRS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This section is perhaps the most important after the Introduction of Data Form. The reader maybe asking 

himself, why is the author of this paper presenting the Pareto NTRS before the Pareto of Pareto, when this 

last one is first appearing in the Main Menu Form before the Pareto NTRS? It happens that Pareto of Pareto 

was first developed by the author, since its function was easier and faster to achieve, while on the other 

hand Pareto NTRS revealed to be more critical and problematic to achieve the expected result. The goal of 

this form in the Figure 42 that is presented the Pareto NTRS form, is simply choose the time period and the 

production line to execute the queries and consequently the calculations in the next form. When taking to 

the next form Pareto NTRS – Valores (Figure 44) the user is able to check all the values related to all type 

of stoppages, %TRS and %NTRS regarding the selected period of time. Before getting to this form, is 

important that an algorithm presented in the Pareto NTRS form (Figure 42) in the button Calcular TRS 

checks if there are records introduced for every day and every shift of this time interval (picked by the user). 

If there’s no records on these shifts, the algorithm will check it and report to the user, not letting him advance 

to the next form. The Figure 42 is the message box that will appear telling exactly the shifts in which day 

are missing. For example in the case of this message box (Figure 43), a time interval between 5th January 

2015 and 9th January 2015 was picked by the user, but there are only saved records regarding to 

Programmed Stoppages in the 1st and 2nd shift of the first day (5th January 2015). The algorithm in VBA 

code for checking the shifts is presented in Appendix 17. 

Since %TRS and %NTRS are calculated based on a 24 hours Opening time which covers the 3 existent 

shifts and every shift must be filled with at least a Programmed stoppage, either 9.1 – TOP5 + Ginástica 

Laboral or 9.9 – Turno Fechado, i.e. either the production is working (9.1 code means there’s a TOP5 going 

Figure 43: Pareto NTRS Form Figure 42: Pareto NTRS shifts 
Form 
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on and a stretching) or not (9.9 code means Closed Shift) on that shift according to the list of codes in 

Appendix 14. If the previous message box is not triggered, it means the form Pareto NTRS – Valores will 

open and therefore calculate the values already mentioned. This form is presented to the reader in the 

Figure 44. All these values are obtained through queries for the most of the text boxes. Note that in Microsoft 

Access is just possible to obtain a value from a query in a combo or list box and not in a text box. So the 

values are obtained first in combo boxes that are invisible to the user inside the form. To obtain a value and 

display it in the box a VBA code is used, as in Table 8. 

Table 9: VBA code to automatic giving the 1st value 

 

This code will pick the first value from the combo box list and place it on its box. Than this value is transferred 

for a visible text box as it’s possible to observe in the Figure 44, for representing the minutes. The transfer 

is done with a simple VBA code in Table 9. 

Table 10: VBA code to transfer data between text or drop boxes 

 

Now to obtain the value in the form presented in the Figure 44 for example in the text box Paragens 

Programadas a simple line of code such as the one in Table 10. 

Table 11: VBA code to assign a value to a text box 

 

This way the author can obtain the percentage of Programmed Stoppages, dividing the number of minutes 

just prior queried and dividing it by the Opening time text box value (Texto0).  

Note that this form is associated to a table where the text boxes retaining percentage values from stoppages 

are being saved. There are several reasons for the author to have made this form.  

 

 

1) Me.Caixa_de_combinação32 = Me.Caixa_de_combinação32.ItemData(0) 

1) Me.Texto48 = Me.Caixa_de_combinação32 

 

2) Me.Texto48 = Me.Caixa_de_combinação32 

1) Me.Paragens_Programadas____ = Texto48 / Texto0 

2)  

 

3) Me.Paragens_Programadas____ = Texto48 / Texto0 

4)  
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Figure 44: Pareto NTRS - Valores Form 

First, it turned out to be very difficult trying to make the calculations for the percentage, by dividing each one 

of the stoppages type values by the Opening time and then rejoining all these values in just a table or query 

to consequently enable the creation of the Pareto NTRS chart (all this without the use of a form).  

Second, in order to create the Pareto NTRS with a choosable objective line as in Figure 47, it turns out to 

be very difficult to couple a column of calculated values with a column of introduced values without the help 

of a form. 

So the author came up with a solution, by creating two distinct forms, one the form in Figure 44 for calculating 

the stoppages types values and save it in a table (3,0- TRS) and another for saving values for the line 

objectives and save it exactly in the same table (3,0- TRS). How could these values be distinguished, one 

from the stoppages and the other the objectives. Simple, the author creates a text box for ID and it sets a 

number or a letter that will always be there in the form, so when the user introduces the values it will save 

in the table with the same ID, creating a new record every time with the same ID. This way in the following 

queries used to calculate some other values, they will be ready for a record with always the same ID. Note 

that in the Form Pareto NTRS – Valores in the Figure 44 the value of ID TRS is 1, and this value will be 

always one, and every time the user opens this form, the previous record saved in the table will be deleted 

through the following VBA code (Table )on the On Open event of the form that triggers this Delete Query. 

This specific Delete Query is presented in the Appendix 18. 
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Table 12: VBA code to activate a Delete Query 

 

In the following image it can be observed the several steps of embedding queries in other queries until it 

reaches the last query with the desired values. Note that the column Percentagem Acumulada (Cumulated 

percentage) is calculated through a VBA Global Function. Global functions work anywhere inside the 

application, once is called. Also the value is absolutely preposterous, since this function needs the variables 

to be reset in order to proper functioning. 

Although the most elaborated query was the G02- Ref Cruz which is a Crosstab Query, this query does a 

transpose of the data matrix in the query G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz, using SQL language. 

The query G05- Percentagem Acumulada is the ideal query to supply the Pareto chart needed. This is 

because this query has the desired final values as presented in the Appendix 19. These values are, the 

percentage of each of the stoppages typology as in the column 1, the cumulative percentage in the 

Percentagem Acumulada and the objectives in the column Objectivo. 

 

 

Crosstab Query – Transpose data 

The Crosstab Query (G02- Ref Cruz) was created with SQL language and is presented in the Appendix 20. 

There is a design view of this query in the Appendix 21. This query creates a temporary table with the 

transposed records from the previous query (G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz in Figure 45). After this transposed 

query the data can be queried from this query to obtain the final values as presented in Appendix 19. 

 

Figure 45: G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz - Temporary table created by query 

 

 

1) DoCmd.SetWarnings False 

2) DoCmd.OpenQuery "G11- Eliminar registos tabela 3,0- TRS" 
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Cumulative Percentage 

As mentioned above, the cumulative percentage is calculated through a Global Function. Global functions 

can be called from everywhere within the application. In this case the function is in Table 12. 

Table 13: VBA code for global function to calculate cumulative percentage 

 

This function in Table 12 is called in the design view of the query G05- Percentagem Acumulada as in the 

following Figure 45.  

 

Figure 46: VBA code to call Glabal Function in query 

To reset the variables in the function, for instance for using in a form containing a chart and we do need this 

Cumulative Percentage. Is possible to reset variables with the On Open event using the code in Table 13. 

Table 14: VBA code to initiate global variables 

 

The function in the previous code triggers the following reset function in Table 14. This way the variables 

are reset. 

Table 15: VBA code to set a value to global variables 

 

1) Public Function global_adiciona(i) As Double 

2)     Soma_Global = Soma_Global + i 

3)     global_adiciona = Soma_Global 

4) End Function 

1) Private Sub Report_Open(Cancel As Integer) 

2) DoCmd.SetWarnings False 

3) Init_Globals 

4) End Sub 

1) Public Function Init_Globals() 

2) Soma_Global = 0 

3) End Function 
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After the explanation behind the interface regarding all the important data towards our main goal, the chart, 

it’s obtained exactly what the Plant asked for. Note that the user can opt for a chart with objective line or 

without the objective line, in this case is presented with the line in the Figure 46. 

 

 

Figure 47: Pareto NTRS chart example 

The objective line is in the 10% value by default in Figure 46, the user can choose this values clicking in the 

button Definir Objectivo in a very simple form with a text box for each of the 6 NTRS causes, as presented 

in the Figure 47. 
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5.3.5 - Pareto of Pareto (Pareto do Pareto)  

 

 

In this form the user is able to search records by day, line of production and type of stoppage. This feature 

is mainly used to understand where the main problems are regarding a type of stoppage. The ideal 

procedure would be to first check the Pareto NTRS in order to know which type of stoppage have the highest 

value in minutes, then after having this information, the user will choose this type of stoppage in the Pareto 

of Pareto form in order to understand through a provided list of introduced records what are the root causes 

of these high values. 

There are two main features in this form, the Pareto of Pareto chart, and the report by type of stoppage. To 

choose the Pareto of Pareto the user must fill the fields available and then it must choose the grouped query 

which is in the Executar consulta agrupada button.  

 

Figure 49: Grouped Query option from Pareto of Pareto 

 

This grouped query (Figure 48), groups every breakdown or other type of stoppage regarding the existent 

list of codes (as in Appendix 14), and ignoring in which day or shift the stoppage occurred. This is the data 

that the user want to observe in the Pareto of Pareto chart. Note that queries structure to obtain these values 

Figure 48: Pareto of Pareto Form 
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are very similar to the ones used in the Pareto NTRS chart. In this case the main y axis is in minutes while 

in the Pareto NTRS chart is in percentage. 

 

Figure 50: Pareto of Pareto chart 

Also, there is this report feature which has the same information but more detailed, and this detailed 

information is very useful when looking for the source of the problems. It is frequently used by the meeting 

pilot regarding Equipment care as described in the end of chapter 4. This report was built through the wizard 

report tool in Microsoft Access. An example of this report is presented in the Appendix 22. 

Besides this function the form Pareto of Pareto also has an interesting although not so utilized and with less 

priority for the user, feature. This feature is an historical chart simply based on the type of the stoppage 

chosen by the user and grouped by month. Also this chart only present to the user historical data from the 

5 months behind the date first introduced by the user (form Pareto do Pareto above mentioned). 
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Figure 51: Historical chart from regarding a NTRS cause 

In this case the chart in the Figure 50, is an example of an historical chart above mentioned. The type of 

stoppage chosen here by the user was Programmed Stoppages, and as the reader is able to observe the 

bar from the month of August is higher than the rest, this fact may indicate the non-utilization of the third 

shift during this month which will increase the number of minutes that the equipment is stopped. 

 

5.3.6 - Monitoring production (Consulta de Produção) 

 

Figure 52: Monitoring Production Form 

a) Monthly Production (Produção Mensal) 

Monthly Production chart (Figure 52) by production line, enable the user to check the last months production 

relative to the month the user is currently searching in this case the month chose by the user was 

September. To obtain this chart the user must select Mostrar Gráficos (Show charts) in the Figure 51. 
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Figure 53: Monthly Production chart 

 

b) Diary Production (Produção Diária) 

A more detailed total production by day in the whole month (Figure 53) as searched in the previous Form 

Figure 51 by the user, the weekend gaps are included. 

 

Figure 54: Diary Production chart 

c) Diary Production by reference (Produção diária por referência) 

The following chart represents the whole production in the month and by reference of the parts produced in 

this production line. 
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Figure 55: Diary Production chart by reference 

 

5.3.7 - Engineering (Engenharia) 

 

 

This form was developed for the Engineering department. It has 3 important indicators for the management 

of the Equipments and Maintenance team. Regarding equipments, the form has the calculation of the MTTR 

and MTBF calculated as mentioned in chapter 3. These two indicators are very useful for their management 

of equipments, as the author explained in chapter 3 as well. Then there is a third indicator regarding the 

waiting time of the maintenance team. 

The author presented an example of the functioning of this form, above (Figure 55) there’s the form 

Engenharia filled, with the information required to get the three different indicators. 

 

Figure 56: Engineering Form 
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a) MTTR 

MTTR, Mean Time To Repair is calculated, using the following formula (7), according to the Frencia Group: 

 

"_"_

_"_"

BreakdownsofNumber

durationBreakdownsEquipment
MTTR   

(7) 

Choosing the MTTR button, it will open a report with the desired chart in it as presented in the Figure 56. 

 
Figure 57: MTTR chart example 

 

 

Figure 58: MTTR pre final query 

 

How to get the values to the chart? MTTR is quite simple to achieve with the Microsoft Access queries. Just 

group breakdown time by weeks and its counting occurrences as the reader can observe in the Figure 57 

as Contagem. This query uses the VBA code inside the query to convert the date from the Data field 

(Portuguese for date) and transform it to weeks (Semana in Portuguese). The code is in the Table 16. 
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Table 16: VBA code Transform date in weeks 

 

Then, to get the desired values as displayed in the Figure 58, just divide as in the MTTR function shown 

before, Tempo Avarias (Breakdown time) by Contagem (Number of breakdowns). 

 

b) MTBF 

MTBF, Mean Time Between Failure is calculated using the following formula (8), according to the Frencia 

Group: 

 

"_"_

_Pr

stoppagesgenuineofNumber

Timeoduction
MTBF   

(8) 

Production time must be calculated. Choosing the MTBF button, it will open a report with the following chart 

presented in the Figure 59. 

 

 

Figure 60: MTBF chart example 

1) Semana: Format([Data];"ww") 

Figure 59: MTTR final query 
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This indicator was somehow more complex to acquire than MTTR and by more complex the author means, 

the use of more queries. There are two main components in this calculation, Production Time and Number 

of genuine stoppages (simple to achieve). 

Starting by the Number of genuine stoppages, according to formula (8). The author have created a query 

that filters the really important data with which the author is going to work for both components above 

mentioned. This query is called L10- The MTBF 3 Tempo Util (BASE). Then with another query (L11- The 

MTBF 3 Tempo Util (Count)) the author has created a filter to the data by counting the number of 

breakdowns in this case Avarias in Portuguese per day. In the next query (L12- The MTBF 3 Tempo Util 

(Count by ww)) the author have sum all the counting from the previous query and groups now by year and 

week, this way we have the Number of genuine stoppages required for the calculation in a query. 

Getting the Production Time, the idea for getting this value was deducting the time recorded of all stoppages 

by every shift existent within the month in this case of September. So it was assigned a value of minutes for 

every shift (since shifts have different durations as described in this chapter), through the VBA code in Table 

16. 

Table 17: VBA code to differentiate Opening Time by shift 

 

The above expression assigns a value of 510 minutes for the 1st and 2nd shifts, a value of 420 for the 3rd 

shift during the week and except on Friday and a value of 470 for the 3rd shifts on Friday and is represented 

in the Tempo Abertura column of the query L21- The MTBF 3 Tempo util. In this same query, the time of all 

the stoppages by day and shift is sum, as showing in the column Soma of the query in the Appendix 23 and 

Appendix 24, respectively L21- The MTBF 3 Tempo util and L22- The MTBF 3 Tempo Util. In the L22- The 

MTBF 3 Tempo Util query the author calculates the Production Time by deducting for each day and shift 

the total of stoppages (in the previous query) in the shifts durations values (Tempo Abertura). In the following 

query (L23- The MTBF 3 Tempo Util) the values of Production Time are sum by week, to finally achieve the 

Total Production Time by week and by line of production. 

The final result is achieved in query L35- The MTBF calculus, where the value of Production Time is divided 

by the Number of genuine stoppages. In this last and final query, it was indispensable the 3rd column of the 

Design View window, where the weeks are combined from one and other queries (L12 and L23) otherwise 

(without this expression) the calculation would show in the query a divided value from a record of L12 by 

every record of L23, instead of dividing just the values correspondent from the specific weeks. The Appendix 

25 show us how the query looks like without the expression. And Figure 60 show us the final result. The 

expression is shown in Appendix 26. 

1) Tempo Abertura: IIf([L20- The MTBF 3 Tempo Util]![Turno]="1" Or [L20- The 
MTBF 3 Tempo Util]![Turno]="2";510;IIf([L20- The MTBF 3 Tempo 

Util]![Turno]="3";420;470)) 
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c) Maintenance Team Waiting Time 

The waiting time is measured by the data recorded in the line a) (Introduction of Data Form) as T.Int. (Tempo 

de Intervenção) which means Intervention Time. Every time the user records a breakdown, the user must 

also record the intervention time written in the Production Log Sheet. Since the breakdown is the time that 

the equipment is stopped, and the Intervention Time is the time that the maintenance team takes to perform 

the repair of the equipment, it can therefore be achieved the waiting time of the maintenance team to get to 

the place of the equipment and start performing. In Appendix 27 is shown the query structure for the 

Maintenance Team Waiting Time. In the Figure 61 (Also presented in Appendix 27 in a more detailed view) 

below is shown the indicator regarding the waiting time of the maintenance team. 

  

Figure 62: Maintenance Waiting Time chart 

 

Figure 61: MTBF final query 
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The blue bars show us the time that the equipment is effectively stopped, while the orange bar show us the 

effectively Intervention Time by maintenance team. Also in the bottom right of this chart there is the 

demonstration of the values to obtain the Total Breakdown Time as Tempo Avaria total (in the chart), which 

is by the sum of the Waiting Time with the Intervention Time. 

 

5.3.8 – Exit the Application (Sair da Aplicação) 

Simple VBA code to close the application after asking the user if the user is certain of the closing of the 

application is shown in Table 17. 

Table 18: VBA code to Exit the Application 

 

  

1) Private Sub Comando54_Click() 
2) Dim Msg As String 
3) Msg = MsgBox("Tem a certeza que deseja sair da aplicação?", vbYesNo + 

vbExclamation, "Sair da aplicação.") 

4) Debug.Print Msg 
5) If (Msg = vbYes) Then 
6) DoCmd.Quit 
7) ElseIf (Msg = vbNo) Then 
8) Exit Sub 
9) End If 
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Chapter 6 – Results 

As evidence of the implementation of the application in the plant throughout the year of 2014. There are 

some examples of improvements observed, respectively Figure 63 and Figure 64. In the Figure 63 (also in 

Appendix 28 for more detailed view) is possible to observe that the breakdown with the code 4.2 - Porta 

Robot, meaning Robot door, which is an automatic inner door controlled by the laser cell program, this door 

prevents direct contact from the operator with the robot when assembling the pieces in the tool. As the 

reader is able to observe this specific breakdown has a tendency to decrease during the year, which brings 

the attention of the reader to the intervention that have been made on that door, or in the cell program which 

activates that door, in order to counter that big breakdown in the chart. 

 
Figure 63: Breakdown Progress (code 4.2 - Robot 

door) 
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Figure 64 represents another breakdown, although quite similar and may be correlated to the previous one. 

With the code 4.1 – Porta Operador (Appendix 28), meaning Operator door, is the door that prevents the 

contact from the operator with the robot, when the robot is welding inside the cell where the tool with the 

pieces are. As the reader is able to observe in the chart (Figure 64 also in the Appendix 28 for a more 

detailed view) the breakdown has tendency to decrease, and that is due to an intervention made by the 

engineering department, in order to decrease the time stopped.  

  

Figure 64: Breakdown Progress (code 4.1 - Operator 
door) 
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions and future work 

It’s surprising how a company like Frencia which make sales like 18,000 million euros, don’t have one only 

application or software to manage the biggest priority in the whole Plant, the equipments that “produce the 

profit” for the Plant and consequently for the Group. Without the proper function of these equipments the 

Plant cannot do much. So it’s extremely important for the company to have some indicators to use for the 

improvement of the downtime of their equipments. 

 

As Peng (Peng, 2012) states in chapter 3, the industry of today requires the latest technologies to acquire 

a competitive advantage to its competitors. Also based on statistics about the growing of equipments in the 

industries especially in the automotive industry and in the metal industry according to IFR statistical data 

presented also in chapter 3, there is a tremendous need for a good tracking on equipments  in order to 

preserve this investments.    

 

As is stated in the chapter 3, the well successful software of Capstone is able to work towards an increase 

Uptime (Availability) by diminishing breakdowns and other unscheduled stoppages, get a better 

performance of equipments and minimize scrap. And as a consequence Capstone also affirms to be able 

to reduce inventory, which in the automotive industry is indeed a priority and in this case (Frencia Metal 

Plant) inventory is one of the first indicators to report to the Frencia Group.  The most cost-efficient way of 

developing this application for Frencia taking in account chapter 3 and 5 about Database, is in the Microsoft 

Access Platform. Also there is a major server in the Plant, a Microsoft SQL Server which can provide for the 

Microsoft Access application to be hosted in and therefore be accessible for everyone needing to access to 

the application, inside the Metal Plant, from any computer.  

According to chapter 3 a basic CMMS must have Equipment Data Management. So the author is proposing 

the development of a Microsoft Access Application capable of making an Equipment Data Management as 

a first priority. The idea consists in collecting the data from each shift, by every day, by each equipment or 

line production (if a continuous flow line), to the application. This data must come from the Production Sheet 

Tracking presented in chapter 4 that is filled in every shift by operators and maintenance technicians to be 

converted to the system, in this case the application that will be developed. Then with the essential data 

regarding production and stoppages, some indicators as MTTR, MTBF, NTRS, TRS (mentioned in chapter 

3 and 5) between others will be created. Pareto charts, line charts, columns charts and reports will be 

created to help visibility to RUAPs and Supervisors about the states of their equipments and even their own 

production efficiency. 

As follow-up in the application to be developed, there could be used the OEE indicator as presented in the 

chapter 3, but the NTRS percentage as indicator is already embedded in Frencia’s culture. OEE is very 
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common when tracking equipments efficiency and the proof of that is the examples given also in the end of 

chapter 3.  

When creating a Microsoft Access Application, the creator must be aware that the use of SQL language is 

more suitable for building very complex queries and table objects, when building forms the VBA language 

is more appropriate.  

Some results based on true data are shown in chapter 6, and regardless the fact that the company affirms 

that the implementation of the Equipment Care culture will take around 3 to 5 years (according to chapter 

4), it is already possible to see some positive small results in that direction in Figures shown in chapter 6. 

This happens because interventions were made by engineering department based on information displayed 

by this database application. 

The creation of this application as the reader is able to check under chapter 5, was indeed very challenging 

and also gratifying to obtain the final result of the application. This chapter 5 has very relevant information 

for people interested in creating a similar database application as this one. 

The author believes Frencia’s problem of collecting important and reliable information on equipments is now 

solved with the creation of this Application, with a huge learning for the author. 

In the future, some platform must be created to connect all the different equipments to the same place in 

order to access these equipments through LAN (local area network). To the same place, means connecting 

all different types of software platforms from the different equipments (different equipments in process and 

also developed by different equipment companies) in the same platform, and collecting this information in 

with a single application. With 2 big advantages for the company, first accessing directly to equipments 

information by computers even outside the Plant could be possible to access by logging into company’s 

web browser and then accessing the platform. Second, the advantage of transferring the information directly 

to the database instead of using the Production Sheet Tracking (presented in chapter 4).  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Annual Supply of industrial robots by region (2009-2013) (Baroncelli, 2014) 
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Appendix 2 – History of Equipment Performance Management (Table 2.1) (Peng, 2012) 
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Appendix 3 – CMMS relation with TPM (Bagadia, 2006) 
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Appendix 4 – Monitoring production examples in Capstone (OEE software: capstonemetrics, 2015) 

Daily Production report by part number 

 

Scrap Percent - 4 Week Analysis  
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Appendix 5 – PerformOEE interface (Products: OEEsystems, 2015) 

OEE Analysis by Work Center 

 

Weekly trend of OEE all Work Centers 
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Appendix 6 – Visualization of Robots utilization ratios in an ERP application (Silva A. M., 2013) 
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Appendix 7 – Pareto Chart of late arrivals by reported cause 
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Appendix 8  – Production Sheet tracking 
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Appendix 9 -The 5 levels of Preventive Maintenance in Frencia 
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Appendix 10  – Introdução de dados (Introduction of data) Form 
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Appendix 11 – Introduction of Data Form (Introduzir dados) in ACC2003 version 
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Appendix 12 – VBA code, text boxes visible or invisible 

 

1) Private Sub Turno_AfterUpdate() 

2)      ' Quando é o 1º ou 2º turno, as combo e text boxes têm que ser alteradas devido ao tempo de 

Abertura que é de 510 

3)     If Turno = "1" Or Turno = "2" Then 

4)      ' E tornar invisiveis as outras textbox que estão normalmente visiveis    

5)         Me.Texto124.Visible = False 

6)         Me.Texto130.Visible = False 

7)         Me.Texto122.Visible = False 

8)         Me.Texto127.Visible = False 

9)         Me.Texto128.Visible = False 

10)         Me.Texto132.Visible = False 
11)      ' E tornar visiveis as textbox que interessam 
12)         Me.Texto94.Visible = True 
13)         Me.Texto108.Visible = True 
14)         Me.Texto119.Visible = True 
15)         Me.Texto92.Visible = True 
16)         Me.Texto101.Visible = True 
17)         Me.Texto117.Visible = True 
18)       ' E tornar invisiveis as outras combobox que estão normalmente visiveis 3 turno 6ª feira 
19)         Me.Texto152.Visible = False 
20)         Me.Texto150.Visible = False 
21)         Me.Texto153.Visible = False 
22)         Me.Texto155.Visible = False 
23)         Me.Texto157.Visible = False 
24)         Me.Texto158.Visible = False 
25)     Else 
26)     End If 
27)         ' Quando é o 3º turno, as combbox e textbox tem que ser alteradas devido ao tempo de Abertura 

que é de 420 

28)     If Turno = "3" Then 
29)      ' E tornar visiveis as textbox que interessam 
30)         Me.Texto124.Visible = True 
31)         Me.Texto130.Visible = True 
32)         Me.Texto122.Visible = True 
33)         Me.Texto127.Visible = True 
34)         Me.Texto128.Visible = True 
35)         Me.Texto132.Visible = True 
36)      ' E tornar invisiveis as outras combobox que estão normalmente visiveis 1 e 2 turno 
37)         Me.Texto94.Visible = False 
38)         Me.Texto108.Visible = False 
39)         Me.Texto119.Visible = False 
40)         Me.Texto92.Visible = False 
41)         Me.Texto101.Visible = False 
42)         Me.Texto117.Visible = False 
43)      ' E tornar invisiveis as outras combobox que estão normalmente visiveis 3 turno 6ª feira 
44)         Me.Texto152.Visible = False 
45)         Me.Texto150.Visible = False 
46)         Me.Texto153.Visible = False 
47)         Me.Texto155.Visible = False 
48)         Me.Texto157.Visible = False 
49)         Me.Texto158.Visible = False 
50)     Else 
51)     End If 
52)       ' Quando é o turno 3 - 6ª feira, as combbox e textbox tem que ser alteradas devido ao tempo de 

Abertura que é de 470 

53)     If Turno = "3 - 6ª feira" Then 
54)         Me.Texto152.Visible = True 
55)         Me.Texto150.Visible = True 
56)         Me.Texto153.Visible = True 
57)         Me.Texto155.Visible = True 
58)         Me.Texto157.Visible = True 
59)         Me.Texto158.Visible = True 
60)      ' E tornar invisiveis as outras combobox que estão normalmente visiveis 1 e 2 turno 
61)         Me.Texto94.Visible = False 
62)         Me.Texto108.Visible = False 
63)         Me.Texto119.Visible = False 
64)         Me.Texto92.Visible = False 
65)         Me.Texto101.Visible = False 
66)         Me.Texto117.Visible = False 
67)      ' E tornar invisiveis as outras combobox que estão normalmente visiveis 3 turno 6ª feira 
68)         Me.Texto124.Visible = False 
69)         Me.Texto130.Visible = False 
70)         Me.Texto122.Visible = False 
71)         Me.Texto127.Visible = False 
72)         Me.Texto128.Visible = False 
73)         Me.Texto132.Visible = False 
74)     Else 
75)     End If 
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Appendix 13 – VBA code for enabling and disabling the buttons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Private Sub Comando115_Click() 

2)  

3) 'Desbloquear caso seja o turno "1" ou turno "2", e o valor dos "Minutos Disponíveis" 

seja positivo 

4) If Texto101.Value >= 0 And Turno = "1" Or Texto101.Value >= 0 And Turno = "2" Then 

5)     Me.Linha.Enabled = True 

6)     Me.Turno.Enabled = True 

7)     Me.cboDate.Enabled = True 

8)     Me.Comando34.Enabled = True 

9)     Me.Comando99.Enabled = True 

10) ElseIf Texto101.Value < 0 And Turno = "1" Or Texto101.Value < 0 And Turno = "2" Then 
11)  
12) MsgBox "A soma dos valores de TRS e NTRS continuam superiores a 510 minutos." _ 
13)             & vbCrLf & "Por favor elimine minutos registados em excesso para poder 

desbloquear.", vbExclamation, _ 

14)             "Preenchimento incorrecto." 
15) End If 
16)  
17) 'Desbloquear caso seja o turno "3", e o valor dos "Minutos Disponíveis" seja positivo 
18) If Texto122.Value >= 0 And Turno = "3" Then 
19)     Me.Linha.Enabled = True 
20)     Me.Turno.Enabled = True 
21)     Me.cboDate.Enabled = True 
22)     Me.Comando34.Enabled = True 
23)     Me.Comando99.Enabled = True 
24) ElseIf Texto122.Value < 0 And Turno = "3" Then 
25) MsgBox "A soma dos valores de TRS e NTRS continuam superiores a 420 minutos.." _ 
26)             & vbCrLf & "Por favor elimine minutos registados em excesso para poder 

desbloquear.", vbExclamation, _ 

27)             "Preenchimento incorrecto." 
28) End If 
29)  
30) 'Desbloquear caso seja o turno "3 - 6ª feira", e o valor dos "Minutos Disponíveis" seja 

positivo 

31) If Texto153.Value >= 0 And Turno = "3 - 6ª feira" Then 
32)     Me.Linha.Enabled = True 
33)     Me.Turno.Enabled = True 
34)     Me.cboDate.Enabled = True 
35)     Me.Comando34.Enabled = True 
36)     Me.Comando99.Enabled = True 
37) ElseIf Texto122.Value < 0 And Turno = "3 - 6ª feira" Then 
38) MsgBox "A soma dos valores de TRS e NTRS continuam superiores a 470 minutos.." _ 
39)             & vbCrLf & "Por favor elimine minutos registados em excesso para poder 

desbloquear.", vbExclamation, _ 

40)             "Preenchimento incorrecto." 
41) End If 
42) End Sub 
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Appendix 14  – List of stoppages in Frencia 2014 

 

Cód. Descrição Cód. Descrição

1.1 Falta de água no circuito de refrigeração 5.1 Substituição de sensores

1.2 Erro do PFO 5.2 Afinação de sensores

1.3 Erro SIK 5.3 Grampos

1.4 Preparador de AR 5.4 Cilindros

1.5 Falta de potência 5.5 Fuga de ar

5.6 Batentes e pernos desapertados/partidos

Cód. Descrição 5.7 Afinação de ferramentas

2.1 Falta de água no reservatório 5.8 Limpeza de ferramentas

2.2 Ventoinhas

2.3 Temperatura da água Cód. Descrição

6.1 Substituição de sensores

Cód. Descrição 6.2 Afinação de sensores

3.1 Ciclo de limpeza 6.3 Grampos

3.2 Falta de pressão 6.4 Cilindros

3.3 Filtros colmatados 6.5 Fuga de ar

3.4 Ventilador 6.6 Batentes e pernos desapertados/partidos

3.5 Tubagem 6.7 Afinação de ferramentas

6.8 Limpeza de ferramentas

Cód. Descrição

4.1 Porta Operador

4.2 Porta Robot Cód. Descrição

4.3 Erro fecho euchner 7.1 Aparafusadora

4.4 Sensores de registo de exaustão 7.2 Controlador

4.5 Sensores de registo de sopragem 7.3 Substituição de sensores

4.6 Rotinas de serviço 7.4 Afinação de sensores

4.7 Barreiras foto-eléctricas 7.5 Sensor/cabo danificado

4.8 PFO - Mudança de vidro 7.6 Cilindros

4.9 PFO - Protecção mal colocada 7.7 Sistema de impressão

4.10 Crossjet falta de ar 7.8 Fuga de ar

4.11 Erro de soldadura - Robot bloqueado 7.9 Autómato (perda de programa)

4.12 TCP - Desvio de trajectórias robot 7.10 Sistemas de segurança (botoneiras e comandos bi-manuais)

4.13 Erro Robot 7.11 Falta de energia/ar comprimido

4.14 Erro CLI 7.12 Sistema de leitura SAD

4.15 Erro PPU

4.16 Comunicação com a Fonte

4.17 Manga guiamento fibra

4.18 Poke Yoka NOK 

Cód. Descrição Cód. Descrição

8.1 Falta de material - Abastecimento de componentes 9.1 TOP 5 + Ginástica Laboral

8.2 Falta de material - Processo ou Posto Anterior 9.2 Validação de Arranque de Posto

8.3 Falta de Cartas (Kanban) 9.3 Refeição

8.4 Falta de Contentores 9.4 Manutenção Nível 1&2

8.5 Ausência do Posto / Absentismo 9.5 Pausa

8.6 Intervenção da Engenharia 9.6 Formação / Paragem programada pelo Supervisor

8.7 Soldadura defeituosa 9.7 Intervenções Manutenção Planeadas

8.8 Dimensões incorrectas no Produto Acabado ou em SCJ 9.8 Intervenção Engenharia

8.9 Componentes defeituosos 9.9 Turno Fechado

8.10 Esforços fora de especificado

8.11 Falha de Energia/Gás/Ar comprimido (Problema externo à máquina)

8.12 Substituição de consumiveis de impressora

Código Descrição

10.1 Mudança de Modelo (Indicar a Ref.ª anterior e a nova Ref.ª)

Mudança de Modelo

Observações
Registar a TRS de acordo com o Código de Paragem.

Algo que esteja listado como Avaria não pode ser registado como Problema Organizacional ou vice versa.

Avarias/Problemas Organizacionais não listados no Código de Paragens, escrever na TRS para depois serem incorporados na lista do Código de Paragens.

Avarias Ferramenta Fase 2

Avarias Exaustão

Avarias Célula

Avarias Montagem

Problemas Organizacionais Paragens Programadas

Código de Paragens

Avarias
Avarias Fonte Avarias Ferramenta Fase 1

Avarias Chiller
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Appendix 15 – Breakdowns grouped by code 
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Appendix 16 – Breakdown grouped without code 
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Appendix 17 – Algorithm to check if data was registed (Pareto NTRS Form) 

 

 

 

0) Private Sub Comando15_Click() 

1) On Error GoTo Err_Comando15_Click 

2)  

3)     Dim stDocName As String 

4)     Dim stLinkCriteria As String 

5)     Dim Data_variavel As Date 

6)     Dim Data_final As Date 

7)     Dim FDS As String 

8)     Dim Enfim As Variant 

9)     Dim Turno_variavel As Integer 

10)     Dim Msg1 As String 
11)     Dim Msg2 As String 
12)     Dim MsgT As String 
13)     Dim MsgX As String 
14)     Dim MsgIF As String 
15)  
16)  
17) 'Confirmar se todos os campos estão preenchidos 
18) If IsNull(cboStart) Or IsNull(cboEndDate) Or IsNull(LinhaCombox2) Then 
19)      MsgBox "Deve preencher correctamente todos os campos." _ 
20)             & vbCrLf & "Por favor, tente novamente.", vbExclamation, _ 
21)             "Mais informação exigida." 
22)      Exit Sub 
23) End If 
24)  
25) 'Declarar umas variaveis iniciais 
26) Data_variavel = cboStart 
27) Turno_variavel = 0 
28) Data_final = cboEndDate 
29) MsgIF = "" 
30) Msg2 = "" 
31)  
32) 'FAZER O MEU CICLO PARA O INTERVALO DE DATAS SELECCIONADO' 
33) Do While Data_variavel <= Data_final 
34)  
35)                     FDS = Format(Data_variavel, "ddd") 
36)  
37)                     'FORMATAR A DATA PARA 'SEG','TER','SÁB''DOM' 
38)                     If FDS = "sáb" Or FDS = "dom" Then 
39)                          GoTo continueloop 
40)                     End If 
41)  
42)  
43)                     'CICLO DENTRO DO CICLO - CICLO DO TURNO 
44)                     For Turno_variavel = 1 To 3 
45)                                  
46)                                 'restrição para o turno de 6ª feira 
47)                                 If Turno_variavel = 3 And FDS = "sex" Then 
48)                                 Enfim = DLookup("[Diazito]", "F Consulta para VBA 

confirmação turnos", "[Turno]= '3 - 6ª feira'" & " And [Diazito] =" & 

As_date(Data_variavel)) 

49)                                 GoTo verificacao 
50)                                 End If 
51)                                  
52)                                 'DLOOKUP 
53)                                  Enfim = DLookup("[Diazito]", "F Consulta para VBA 

confirmação turnos", "[Turno]= " & As_Turno(Turno_variavel) & " And [Diazito] =" & 

As_date(Data_variavel)) 

54)  
55)                                  
56)                                  
57) verificacao: 
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Continuation Appendix 17 

 

 

 

                                 

58)                                 'IF DA VERIFICAÇÃO 
59)                                  If Not IsNull(Enfim) Then 
60)                                         Msg1 = Msg1 & "O turno nº" & Turno_variavel & " 

foi introduzido." & vbCrLf 

61)  
62)                                  Else 
63)                                         Msg2 = Msg2 & "Falta introduzir o turno nº" & 

Turno_variavel & "!" & vbCrLf 

64)  
65)                                  End If 
66)  
67)                      Next 
68)  
69)                         'MsgT = MsgT & "Para o dia: " & Data_variavel & vbLf & Msg1 & 

Msg2 & vbLf 

70) MsgT = MsgT & "Para o dia: " & Data_variavel & vbLf & Msg2 & vbLf 
71)                         'MsgBox "A minha messagebox" & vbLf & MsgT, vbInformation 
72) continueloop: 
73)  
74) Data_variavel = Data_variavel + 1 
75)  
76)             MsgIF = Msg2 
77)             'MsgT = "" 
78)             Msg1 = "" 
79)             Msg2 = "" 
80)  
81) Loop 
82)  
83) 'Verficação se existem Falta de turnos introduzidos 
84) If MsgIF = "" Then 
85)     GoTo abrirformulario 
86)  
87) Else 
88) 'Imprime o resultado 
89) MsgBox "Não será possível avançar." _ 
90)     & vbLf & "Por favor verifique as ""Paragens Programadas""" & vbLf _ 
91)     & "introduzidas nos seguintes dias:" & vbLf & vbLf & MsgT, vbExclamation, "Turnos 

em falta." 

92)     Exit Sub 
93) End If 
94)  
95)  
96) abrirformulario: 
97)     stDocName = "9,0- TRS" 
98)     DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
99)  
100) Exit_Comando15_Click: 

101)     Exit Sub 

102)  

103) Err_Comando15_Click: 

104)     MsgBox Err.Description 

105)     Resume Exit_Comando15_Click 

106)  

107) End Sub 
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Appendix 18 – Delete Query G11- Eliminar registos de tabela 3,0- TRS 

 

 

Appendix 19 – Distinct queries for Pareto NTRS Chart 
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Appendix 20 – SQL language code for Crosstab Query 

 

 

  

1) TRANSFORM Max(X.Valores) AS MaxValue 

2) SELECT X.NTRS AS [Causas NTRS] 

3) FROM (SELECT [ID TRS], 'Paragens Programadas (%)' as NTRS, [Paragens Programadas (%)]  as Valores 

4) FROM [G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz] 

5) UNION ALL 

6) SELECT [ID TRS], 'Mudança de modelo   (%)' as NTRS, [Mudança de modelo  (%)] as Valores 

7) FROM [G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz] 

8) UNION ALL 

9) SELECT [ID TRS], 'Problemas Organizacionais  (%)' as NTRS, [Problemas Organizacionais  (%)] as Valores 

10) FROM [G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz] 

11) UNION ALL 

12) SELECT [ID TRS], 'Avarias  (%)' as NTRS, [Avarias  (%)] as Valores 

13) FROM [G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz] 

14) UNION ALL 

15) SELECT [ID TRS], 'Não-Qualidade  (%)' as NTRS, [Não-Qualidade  (%)] as Valores 

16) FROM [G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz] 

17) UNION ALL 

18) SELECT [ID TRS], 'Microparagens  (%)' as Col, [Microparagens  (%)] as Valores 

19) FROM [G01- Pre consulta Ref Cruz] 

20) )  AS X 

21) GROUP BY X.NTRS 

22) PIVOT X.[ID TRS]; 
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Appendix 21 – Query Ref Cruz (Crosstab Query) in design view 
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Appendix 22 – Reports from query in Pareto of Pareto 

Detailed report from Pareto o Pareto 
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Grouped report from Pareto of Pareto 
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Form in detailed query from Pareto of Pareto 
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Appendix 23 – MTBF Query L21 – The MTBF 3 Tempo Util (design view) 

 

 

Appendix 24 – MTBF Query L22 – The MTBF 3 Tempo Util (design view) 
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Appendix 25 – MTBF Query L35 – The MTBF calculus before expression (datasheet view) 

 

 

Appendix 26 - MTBF Query L35 – The MTBF calculus the expression (design view) 
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Appendix 27 – Maintenance Waiting Time 

Maintenance Waiting Time query structure 
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Maintenance Waiting Time chart 
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Appendix 28 – Breakdown Progess charts 

Breakdown Progress (code 4.2 - Robot door) 

 

Breakdown Progress (code 4.1 - Operator door) 

 

 

 


